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‘Cinema and the World: Studies on Space and Cinema’ is a Film Studies research project 
running since 2015 at the Centre for Comparative Studies of  the University of  Lisbon 
School of  Arts and Humanities. 
 
The 2016 Conference on Space and Cinema is an initiative meant to question and 
extend the scientific discussion on filmic spatiality. In a time defined by the radical shift 
in the exhibition practices and audience reception of  films, mise en scène and cinematic 
dispositifs react differently to the contemporaneous, fragmented, shrinking perception 
of  the world. As a result, the aesthetic, philosophical, historical and political aspects of  
filmmaking and film criticism and theory should be taken into account in the analysis of  
the ways time is spatialized in the moving image creation (screenwriting, camera work, 
editing) and reception (the apparatus). 
 
The ‘Cinema and the World’ project, coordinated by Responsible Investigator Filipa 
Rosário, is fostered at the THELEME - Interart and Intermedia Studies research group.
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James Benning
CalArts

I was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, during World War II in a German working 

class community that sent its sons to fight their cousins. My father worked on 

the assembly line for a heavy industry corporation that was then building landing 

gear for the U.S. military. Later he became a self-taught building designer. I played 

baseball for the first 20 years of  my life receiving a degree in mathematics while 

playing on a baseball scholarship. I dropped out of  graduate school to deny my 

military deferment (my friends were dying in Viet Nam) and worked with migrant 

workers in Colorado teaching their children how to read and write. Later I helped 

start a commodities food program that fed the poor in the Missouri Ozarks. At the 

age of  33 I received an MFA from the University of  Wisconsin where I studied 

with David Bordwell. For the next four years I taught filmmaking at Northwestern 

University, University of  Wisconsin, University of  Oklahoma and the University of  

California San Diego. In 1980 I moved to lower Manhattan making films with the 

aid of  grant and German Television money. After eight years in New York I moved 

to Val Verde, California, where I currently reside teaching film/video at California 

Institute of  the Arts. After making films for 40 years I have changed to working on 

what I call projects, which include films installations, painting, sculpture, and writing. 

The Two Cabins project was shown as solo museum shows in Graz, Austria and 

Hamburg, Germany and summarized in (FC) Two Cabins by JB, a book edited by 

Julie Ault.

Tom Conley
Harvard University

Recently co-editor, with Clara Rowland, of  Falso Movimento: Ensaios sobre escrita 

e cinema (2016), Tom Conley, Lowell Professor of  Visual & Environmental Studies 

and Romance Languages at Harvard University, is author of  À fleur de page: Voir 

et lire le texte de la Renaissance (2015), An Errant Eye: Poetry and Topography in 

Early Modern France (2011), Cartographic Cinema (2007), and other books.   With 

T. Jefferson Kline he is co-editor of  the Wylie-Blackwell Companion to Jean-Luc 

Godard (2014).  He is completing a study of  the films of  Raoul Walsh, for which 

a workshop at the University of  Lisbon under the direction of  Clara Rowland, has 

been formative. 



Teresa Castro is Associate Professor in Film Studies and Image Theory at the Université 

Sorbonne Nouvelle – Paris 3. She holds a BA and an MA in art history and a PhD in 

Film studies and was a post-doctoral researcher at the musée du quai Branly, Paris (2010-

2011), and at the Max Planck Institute for the History of  Science, Berlin (2011). She was 

an Associate Curator for the film section of  the exhibition “Seen from Above” at the 

Centre Pompidou Metz in 2013. A significant part of  her research has focused on the 

links between cinema and cartography, the notion of  a mapping impulse of  images and 

the history of  cartographic shapes such as panoramas, aerial views and atlases. In 2011 

she published La Pensée cartographique des images. Cinéma et culture visuelle (Lyon, 

Aléas). 

Cinematic cartographies of urban space and the descriptive spectacle of aerial views (1898-1948)

In 1929, Gaumont shot a curious short film, lasting scarcely a minute, entitled Des ‘gratte-ciel’ bien élevés. Suspended 

from an aircraft, a camera sweeps across the modern metropolis of  Chicago, swinging from right to left and creating the 

impression that the buildings drop to their knees before the camera. The shots justify the enigmatic title “Some well-brought 

up skyscrapers” (the French ‘bien-élevé’ is used to mean either ‘well brought-up’ or ‘very high’): the film’s title puns on the 

description of  ‘des gratte-ciel’, or skyscrapers, which seem to bow low to those who look at them from above. 

Despite the lack of  information regarding the origins, intentions and reception of  this particular sequence, this film serves as 

an excellent illustration of  the way in which some urban cinematic views have simultaneously complied with both descriptive 

and spectacular aims. Illustrating what French film-maker Jean Epstein called ‘landscape’s dance’ (Epstein 1974, p. 94) these 

forty seconds of  visual and sensory pleasure are not only a profoundly exhibitionist and spectacular display of  images, but 

also an effective way of  depicting Chicago’s complex urban space, the aerial view offering a suggestive vision from a city 

characterised by its astounding vertical densification. If  the film’s will to portray the city as a recognizable entity is here 

inseparable from the aerial point of  view, the latter also emerges as an exciting viewing angle, turning the modern metropolis 

into a quintessential cinematic object. Directly stimulating the spectator’s senses, the choreographed camera oscillations 

constitute a compelling attraction, while cinema asserts itself  as a mechanism of  the spectacular par excellence, capable of  

recreating the sweeping sensations provoked by flight.  

Taking this short film as a cue for this essay, I would like to focus on the apparently paradoxical correlation between 

description and spectacle in urban aerial cinematic views. As we will see, the aerial point of  view encapsulates these two 

tendencies, showing, unveiling and portraying (i.e. describing), but also creating visual and bodily sensations (i.e. rendering 

the world spectacular). Such urban aerial cinematic views are symptomatic of  a close link between film form and urban form, 

as the rationalisation of  urban phenomena throughout the nineteenth and twentieth-centuries transformed the modern 

cityscape into an entity that was made to be seen and experienced from above. Naturally, urban cinematic views coexisted 

with other types of  images and visual experiences embodying what was experienced at the time as a new way of  seeing, such 

as panoramic paintings and photographs, projected and printed photographs, postcards, etc. Nonetheless, cinematic aerial 

views are not solely a matter of  vision and representation: they are also a matter of  sensation, due to the movement that 

constitutes them, often intensified by the film’s unwinding speed and the extraordinary mobility of  their point of  view. The 

feeling of  flight is as central to the aerial view as is the enjoyment experienced in observing the city from an unusual point 

of  view or of  visually discovering and dominating it. The particular pleasure of  the cinematographic gaze, as far as the aerial 

view is concerned, lies precisely in the oscillation between visual and kinaesthetic perception.

Teresa Castro
Université Sorbonne 
Nouvelle - Paris 3



Maurizia Natali
Rhode Island School 
of Design

Maurizia Natali, Ph.D, was born in Florence, Italy. She studied in her country and 

in Paris, where she obtained a PhD in film aesthetics at the Sorbonne Nouvelle. 

She has been teaching at RISD since 1996 where she is senior lecturer at Liberal 

Arts/History of  Art and Visual Culture. She has given courses at RI College 

and Brown University. She has lectured at Brown University, RISD, New York 

University, Montreal, Cerisy La Salle, London, and Rome. At RISD she teaches Film 

Masterpieces; Landscape in American Culture; Dreams on Screen; International 

Essay Films; Artists on Screen; Phantoms of  Beauty and Politics in Italian Cinema. 

She has published on landscape in American cinema, and other topics of  film 

iconology, politics and aesthetics.

Catalandia, the cinematic space of the Anthropocene

Contemporary American SF has created a symbolic space made of  utopian and dystopian visions, catastrophic 

wars of  resistance to aliens, climate disasters, extra-terrestrial conquests.  Let’s call this universe Catalandia, a 

‘hyper-object’ (T. Norton), a cinematic entity we can interpret allegorically, ironically, politically - but above all, 

I argue, ecologically. Catalandia figures but also interprets our polemo-ecological age. With its ‘war machines’ 

(Deleuze/Guattari) Catalandia encodes our era as Polemo(s)cene, since contemporary geopolitical wars often start 

from, and always end with, ecological catastrophes which cinema evokes better than the telemediation of  real 

events. 

 Recent eco-critical debates have developed around the notion of  the Anthropocene - some speak of  

Capitalocene (Jason. W Moore, TJ Demos) - a term coined in 2002 by Nobel Prize chemist Paul Crutzen.   This 

notion defines the two centuries long, still ongoing, geological age in which the destinies of  humans, non-humans, 

and life on earth, have more and more depended on our heavy anthropic/entropic  footprint – until Gaia will take 

its own disinterested post-human turn by totally ignoring us (B. Latour, I. Stengers).

 Debates on the Anthropocene have invested SF cinema as ‘anthropocenema’ (Selmin Kara), ‘anthropocinema’ 

(M. Salemy), or anthropo{mise-en-s}cene (McK. Wark), while film writers discuss ‘climate trauma’ movies 

(E. Ann Kaplan), apocalyptic crises and other ‘planetary dysphorias’ (Emily Apter).  In my paper, Catalandia 

stands for the eco-dystopic space of  the ‘Anthropo(s)cene’, an age that after the last century we could also name 

Cinema(s)cene, - for no art more than film has pre-mediated (R. Grusin) the ruinous and spectacular space of  

the capitalist way of  life. In what follows I will reconsider films by Roland Emmerich, Terence Malick, James 

Cameron and others among the interpreters of  Catalandia, the catastrophic ‘cinematic mode of  production’ (J. 

Beller) of  the Anthropo(s)cene.
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Chu-Chueh Cheng
National Chung Hsing University, Taiwan
chuchueh@dragon.nchu.edu.tw 

Geography of suspense: chance encounter at home in Hitchcock’s films

Perhaps “chance encounter at home” sounds like a tautological paradox because the word “encounter” has always already 
been associated with unpredictability and alterity. According to OED, “encounter”, as an adverb, means “opposite” and 
“contrary”. As a noun, “encounter” means “a meeting (of  adversaries or opposing forces) in conflict” or “the fact of  meeting 
with (a person or thing), esp. undesignedly or casually”.  As a transitive verb, “encounter” means “To meet as an adversary; to 
confront in battle, assail”, “To go counter to, oppose, thwart; to contest, dispute” or “To be placed opposite, or in opposite 
directions, to (each other)”. “Chance encounter at home”, however, encapsulates the unsettling insecurity Alfred Hitchcock 
engineers in the place for family and of  familiarity.  The geography of  suspense he constructs in such surprise meeting verges 
on the peculiar edge between intimacy and hostility, familiarity and perplexity, safety and captivity.
Each encounter predicates on a place for encountering.  In Alfred Hitchcock’s films, an encountering with the stranger 
oftentimes take place in transitional sites such station, bus, train, motel, hotel, restaurant, and tourist attraction. In a good 
number of  his films, encounters result in adversities. Notable examples among them are Strangers on a Train (1951), The Man 
Who Knew Too Much (1956), North by Northwest (1959), and Psycho (1960). Instead of  surprise meeting at transitional sites, this 
conference paper takes interest in encounter at home and considers Rebecca (1940), Under Capricorn (1949), and Dial M for 
Murder (1954) three cases to illustrate this thematic concern. It attends to how the heroine’s relation with home determines 
her reaction to the unexpected presence of  a stranger, and how her encountering with a stranger at home alters her sense of  
self. The paper argues that when facing the presence of  the stranger at home, the heroine is estranged from an accustomed 
milieu and a set of  established rules. The experience at once disorients her and marks her home with uncertainty. She is out 
of  place at home, and home is out of  place to her.
The suspense in the three Hitchcock films originates from the jarring relationship between home and womanhood, or in 
a broader sense, place and propriety. While home is a proper on which one lives, one does not always feel proper at home 
or simply not feel at home.  The inadvertent presence of  a stranger at home brings to the surface the long subdued clash 
of  place and propriety. For each of  the heroines in these films, home is not necessarily a sanctuary. In fact, it is a sort of  
penitentiary, a place confining her to gender propriety. During the chance encounter, the quotidian setting of  intimacy 
mutates into a disquieting site of  hostility in which the heroine confronts the animosity, anguish or guilt she has inhibited. 
The stranger from outside brings out the stranger inside her, and the inversion of  familiarity and strangeness is central to 
Hitchcock’s geography of  suspense.  Home, in his films, is a foreign land where one has naïvely lived as a native.

Biographical note
Chu-chueh Cheng is Professor of  English at National Chung Hsing University in Taiwan.  She was trained as a scholar of  
Victorian Literature at Texas Christian University, but her research interest has gradually evolved beyond the scope of  19th 
century English Literature.  Now, she studies English-language literature and films of  the 20th and 21st centuries, in particular 
the works of  Japanese-British novelist Kazuo Ishiguro.  Among her recent publications are a monograph The Margin without 
Centre: Kazuo Ishiguro (Peter Lang 2010), “Cosmopolitan Alterity: America as the Mutual Alien of  Britain and Japan in Kazuo 
Ishiguro’s Novels” in Journal of  Commonwealth Literature (2010), “Cosmos of  Similitude in Nocturnes” in Kazuo Ishiguro in a Global 
Context (Ashgate, 2015), and “Old Fear in New Face: Yellow Peril of  the Twenty-First Century in Sherlock” in Transcultural 
Identity Constructions in a Changing World (Peter Lang, 2016).  She is currently executing a book project Transfixing Transgression on 
transgression narratives across epochs, genres, media and cultures. Her conference paper “Geography of  Suspense: Chance 
Encounter at Home in Hitchcock’s films” will develop into a chapter of  that project.



A1

Maria Novela
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
marianoveladearagon@gmail.com

39 Steps: the architectural space of staircases in Hitchcock’s films

The use of  staircases as a motif  in Alfred Hitchcock’s filmography has been widely studied by numerous experts and critics. 
A great number of  theories have already been elaborated on this subject. Most of  them focus on the strong symbolic power 
of  staircases and on the manner in which they help the narrative. However, works in which the spatial character of  the 
staircase is analysed haven’t been located. Therefore, this paper’s intention is to take the reader on a trip through some of  
Hitchcock’s most relevant movies, where stairs can be observed from a different point of  view: the architectural space they 
generate and the emotions this space is able to convey. 
This paper aims to show the way Hitchcock uses morphologically different sorts of  staircases. They will be categorized 
attending to different factors: the morphology of  the staircase (its length, height, number of  steps and landings, width, etc.), 
its location, the film’s plot, the stairs’ role in the narrative… The text will move on to study the space that is created by the 
staircase and the physical limits of  the place where it is located. In many occasions, it will also be necessary to analyse how 
different frames are composed in order to alter the perception of  the space. That way we will realize - if  we hadn’t already - 
that Hitchcock was a magnificent set designer and knew perfectly how to play with set architecture in order to build suspense. 
The final step will be to take a closer look at scenes and frames from different films to corroborate this thesis.

Biographical note
María Novela de Aragón is a graduate with a bachelor’s degree in Architecture from the Escuela Superior de Arquitectura 
of  Technical University of  Madrid. Currently, María is studying a master’s degree on Architecture at the same university. 
Besides, she is collaborating as an intern in the Spanish Government’s Ministry of  Economy and Competitiveness’ research 
project Architext Mining. Analysis of  the Spanish Modern Architecture Through its Texts (1939-1975) (MINECO I+D+I 2015, 
Ref: HAR2015-65412-P). During her studies, she has had the chance to learn about a great number of  topics that related 
to architecture and the other arts. This, coupled with the great experience of  studying abroad in the US, has given her the 
impression that an Architect’s knowledge can be applied to almost any subject.
Following on the idea of  Architecture as a very wide discipline, María has developed a special interest in architectural 
composition and specially on the subject of  space in film. Recently, she has written several papers on the use of  staircases 
in movies, and particularly on the morphological characteristics that make them so useful to filmmakers. As a matter of  
fact, her bachelor’s thesis deals on the subject of  the space that Hitchcock generates by using different kinds of  stairs in his 
filmography. She has recently had an article published in Sao Paulo’s magazine Iniciação on this same topic.



A1

Sander Holsgens
The Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL
sander.holsgens.14@ucl.ac.uk

Chantal Akerman, Yasujirō Ozu, and the poetics of intimate space

Chantal Akerman’s Jeanne Dielman, 23, quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975) unfolds within the intimate corners of  the home. 
Yasujirō Ozu’s last film, An Autumn Afternoon (1962), explores how the architecture of  the house doesn’t belong to the world 
of  geometrical spaces, but to the domain of  values. In both films, we get to know domestic spaces via routines, rituals, and 
everyday encounters. Those inhabiting the filmic houses know and remember the bathtub, and their ears are attuned to the 
front door opening and closing. Those who do not live there are constantly adjusting their body – anticipating or hoping that 
these architectural sites will eventually become familiar spaces. 
Within this presentation, I’ll sketch this domestic environment as a filmic poetics of  space, by rethinking Gaston Bachelard’s 
phenomenological writings on the house and the home. For Bachelard, the home is an intimate space. It is our corner of  the 
world; “it is our first universe, a real cosmos in every sense of  the word” (Bachelard, 1958/2014, p.26). The house is a shelter 
for daydreaming, and memories of  our homes are different from those of  the outside world. What’s more, we’re able to 
remember our first house, that is to say, in our memories we can still enter the kitchen and open the cupboard with the same 
gesture. We know the staircase that leads to the attic: “in spite of  all the other anonymous stairways, we would recapture the 
reflexes of  the ‘first stairways’, we would not stumble on that rather high step (…) The feel of  the liniest latch has remained 
in our hands” (p.36).
Although in different contexts and in different forms, Chantal Akerman and Yasujirō Ozu closely examine inhabited spaces. 
Throughout their careers, both filmmakers have looked at a variety of  ways of  how houses are experienced and lived, leading 
to a slow and intimate form of  filmmaking. For it’s via long takes, repetitions, and colours that the dwelling – and the life in 
it – manifests itself  in an affective, physical and sensory manner. 
Within the realm of  this presentation, I’d like to point at the position of  the lift in Jeanne Dielman, which generates a space in 
between the domestic and the outside world. It is a space for contemplation, that is, for a different state of  mind for both 
Dielman and the film’s audience. The lift is a physical entity through which we enter and leave a space of  experiences, of  
secrets, of  memories. (See also my video essay: https://vimeo.com/136373706)
An Autumn Afternoon, on the other hand, points at the tonality of  the domestic, and explores how memories of  home relate 
to the way we remember the outside world. For this film, colours are perhaps the most significant filmic convention to 
rethink the dwelling as an intimate space. 
What these films have in common, I would like to argue during the conference, is that domestic and intimate spaces are not 
simply represented in these films, but that they are nearly perceptible to our fingertips; it’s this filmic and spatial texture that 
I’m particularly interested in.

Biographical note
Sander Hölsgens is a trained photographer and filmmaker from the Netherlands. He studied cultural studies, artistic 
research, documentary photography, and visual anthropology in the Netherlands, the UK, and South Korea, and is currently 
undertaking a PhD in architectural design at the Bartlett School of  Architecture, UCL. Since 2011, he’s been involved in 
a variety of  research and documentary projects in South Korea, exploring (i) the aesthetics of  public space in Suwon, (ii) 
domestic and family life in Seoul, (iii) the concept of  palli-palli (빨리빨리) in modern-day Korea, (iv) the experiences and 
narratives of  the Dongdaemun Design Park and Plaza, and (v) the position of  skateboarding in Seoul and Busan. Sander is 
selected as Dutch Photography Talent 2014 (GUP Press) and is working on the documentary ‘Whose Kimchi?’ (co-directed 
by Mayumi Robinson) for London Korean Film Festival, funded by Korean Cultural Centre UK.



A2

Jinhee Choi
Film Studies King’s College London 

jinhee.choi@kcl.ac.uk

Urban development and heterogeneous spaces of post-colonial Seoul

The 1960s was, as Jini Kim Watson (2011) notes, marked by the East Asian region’s shared attempts at, as well as aesthetic 
of, urban renewal in such countries as Korea, Singapore and Taiwan, all of  whose economic growth heavily relied on export.  
In this presentation, I will examine the urban spaces manifest in The Guests of  the Last Train (Makcharo on sonnimduel, dir. 
Yoo Hyeon Mok, 1967) and A Day Off (Hyuil, dir. Lee Man Hee, 1968).  Both films are often considered post-war Korean 
modernist films, along with Mist (Angae, dir. Kim Soo Yong, 1967) and The General’s Moustache (Janggunui suyeom, dir. Lee Seong-
gu, 1968).  Fredric Jameson (1992) once noted a challenge in advancing an approach to the Third World Cinema such as 
Taiwanese film, The Terrorizers (Kong bu fen zi, dir. Edward Yang, 1986), which embodies a clash between the film’s apparent 
modernist aesthetics and the socio-political conditions of  Taiwan, which he claimed yields the film as inevitably post-modern.  
Instead of  advancing a Jamesonian approach to the Korean modernist films of  the 1960s, I will discuss how the two films 
could be seen as a critique and response to the government-led urban development. 
The Guests of  the Last Train depicts the urban alienation of  young characters in discrete spaces (hospital, art studio, hotel 
room, and small urban apartment in Seoul), who are connected directly through a friendship among three male characters 
or indirectly through female characters’ relationship to these three male characters. In contrast, A Day Off follows the male 
protagonist, Huh Wook, who visits his friends and the father of  his girlfriend, Ji-yeon, in the hope of  borrowing the money 
he needs to pay for an abortion for his girlfriend.  By focusing on both the interior and exterior spaces of  the two films, in 
particular, the interior space of  an apartment in the former and the streets of  Seoul in the latter film, I will discuss how the 
two films showcase the heterogeneous spaces of  Seoul against its urbanization in the 1960s.  One of  the male protagonists 
in The Guests of  the Last Train, Dong-min, is stuck in a small shabby apartment located in Changsin-dong, leading a hopeless 
life with no prospect for a future due to his terminal illness.  In A Day Off, which was not released at the time due to its “too 
pessimistic” mood, Huh Wook meanders the streets of  Seoul, either in desperation while seeking money or in distraction 
after the death of  his girlfriend.  The film ends with Huh Wook’s voice-over that says he loves Seoul, Namsan mountain, the 
street cars, the bar owner, and the landlady.  This disembodied voice-over ironically underscores the fact that he belongs to 
none of  the spaces he mentions.  I pay special attention to how in the process of  urbanization and modernization of  the 
country as a whole, neither interior nor exterior space provides a sense of  belonging and hope in these two films.   

Watson, Jini Kim.  The New Asian City: Three-Dimensional Fictions of  Space and Urban Form. Minneapolis: University of  
Minnesota Press, 2011. 
Jameson, Fredric.  The Geopolitical Aesthetic: Cinema and Space in the World System. Bloomington and Indianapolis: 
Indiana University Press, 1992. 

Biographical note
Dr. Jinhee Choi is senior lecturer of  Film Studies at King’s College London. She’s the author of  The South Korean Film 
Renaissance: Local Hitmakers Global Provocateurs Wesleyan University Press, 2010) and the co-editor of  Cine-Ethics: Ethical 
Dimensions of  Film Theory, Practice and Spectatorship (Routledge, 2014), Horror to the Extreme: Changing Boundaries in Asian Cinema 
(Hong Kong University Press, 2009) and The Philosophy of  Film and Motion Pictures (Blackwell, 2006).  Her research interests 
include girls’ sensibility and the relationship between cinema and space.  Her articles on East Asian Cinema and space 
have appeared in such journals as the Journal of  Japanese and Korean Cinema and The IAFOR Journal of  Asian Studies and book 
chapters on urban space are accepted for publication in such volumes as Hong Kong Neo Noir and Urban Modernity (University 
of  Edinburg Press, 2016 forthcoming) and Global Cinematic Cities (Wallflower, 2016, forthcoming).



A2

Gustavo Lorgia Garnica
Netherlands Film Academy
gustavolorgia88@gmail.com

The tropics as a territory of mysticism

Against rationality, that positions itself  as a dominant mode of  transmission of  knowledge in the Western culture, different 
indigenous and peasant communities around the world assume mysticism as the main path to incorporate reality into their daily 
life, highlighting the value of  the spiritual world into their own cultural patterns. The growing expansion and democratization 
of  the film medium has brought along these assorted realities into the audiences, weaving a similar movement to what 
Glauber Rocha called the Aesthetic of  Dream, the only language that transcends the rational scheme and by dealing directly with 
the collective unconscious, leads ‘the eternal human movement towards its cosmic integration’.   
As a condition for mysticism to have an active influence in a certain social environment, the characteristics of  the space in 
which this notion is triggered play an essential role; its atmospheric dynamics are most commonly associated with the rural 
life and the night (the latter conceived as a temporal space). In this sense, beyond the technical challenges that these situations 
might generally provoke in the production of  a film, the question of  how to frame the space in order to integrate the 
necessary elements to sculpt a mystic narrative arise in the discussion between the filmmakers that work with the mentioned 
communities as a subject matter.
There are some specific filmmakers that incorporate a mystical universe in their films throughout a particular treatment of  
space; Apichatpong Weerasethakul, as a main example, brings the camera in many of  his films into the tropical rainforest of  
Thailand and largely thanks to the magical atmosphere of  this territory, the relationship between humans and ghosts turn 
out to be plausible within his narrative. Another principal reference is Lav Diaz, who in his films carries the spectators inside 
the mountains of  Philippines to witness during this extended, physical journey how the peasants of  the region maintain a 
live contact with their ancestors. There are other remarkable film examples like Lucrecia Martel’s “The Swamp”, settled in an 
indigenous region at the extreme north of  Argentina and thus influenced by the mystery of  its surroundings, or Hugo Vieira 
da Silva’s “An Outpost of  Progress”, in which the jungle weather of  Central Africa ends up reinforcing the delirium of  the 
Portuguese colonizers in their contact with native people. 
Despite the distance in the origin of  the previous examples (Asia, Latin America and Africa, respectively), they share one 
basic geographic reference: they are all close to the Equator. In this sense, an association between the tropical environment 
and the potential for filmmakers to create a mystical atmosphere emerges by capturing through different forms the properties 
of  this unique space. Three continents that were also victims of  the colonization process, so in this case the place is not just 
an ideal scenario to reach a mystical aesthetic, but also a possibility for its inhabitants to re appropriate film as a mode of  new 
territoriality, as a political/decolonial form of  agency. 

Biographical note
Gustavo Lorgia Garnica is a Colombian filmmaker and visual artist. His actual artistic research -developed within the Master’s 
program of  the Netherlands Film Academy- deals with the relationship between decolonial critique and the cinematographic 
language, understanding the cinematic medium as an intrinsic result of  modernity and thus, as a mechanism that is historically 
associated with the hierarchical reproduction of  the western cultural values. 
During his career, he has worked together with different indigenous groups of  Latin America, mainly the Huichol people in 
Mexico and the Inga community from Colombia. Within this framework, he has developed a creative methodology in which 
oral tradition serves as a narrative basis of  his films and the collective participation of  the community constitutes an integral 
component within his production process.
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Framing doors, opening up spaces: Cristi Puiu and his cruel phenomenology of space

Cristi Puiu is a prominent member of  the Romanian New Wave, and one of  the main features of  his cinema is a strong 
emphasis on the construction of  the cinematic space. Watching a Puiu film is always a strong spatial and perceptual 
experience which in the end proves to be more important than the minimalist story itself. The paper will use Merleau-Ponty’s 
phenomenology of  perception to analyze and interpret the unfolding of  the space in Cristi Puiu’s films, and thus to provide a 
phenomenological understanding of  his cinematic language.
His films often take place in closed settings, where doors delimit the diegetic space but also frame the image of  the spaces 
behind them. Thus staying in the door means for the characters that they occupy a transitional position, but it is also the way 
for them to construct their own (almost still) image. These frames inside the frame are also used by the director to delimit 
what can be seen and what remains hidden, creating spaces that have an undefined status, as they are unseen though they 
are still inside the cinematic frame. The often positioning of  the camera and thus of  the subject of  perception in staircases, 
corridors, and hallways, all these peripheral and provisory spaces will be described by and analyzed through Marc Augé’s term 
of  non-spaces. Finally behind the doors that can be observed from the halls there are important spaces of  the society or of  
the family to be found, spaces that get a symbolic value as sites of  symbolic functions of  the community. 

Biographical note
Zsolt Gyenge is Assistant Professor at the Institute for Theoretical Studies of  the Moholy-Nagy University of  Art and 
Design (Budapest, Hungary) since 2007, where he teaches courses in film theory, film history and visual communication 
theory. His fields of  research include interpretation theories (phenomenology, hermeneutics), experimental films and video 
art. He is the editor of  the scholarly journal on design and visual culture, Disegno, and takes part in the research project 
called Space-ing Otherness. Cultural Images of  Space, Contact Zones in Contemporary Hungarian and Romanian Film and Literature. He is 
also active as freelance film critic.
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Mapping heterotopias in documentary films

This paper presents a physical and conceptual cartography of  other spaces in documentary films based on a location-based 
archive of  documentary films elaborated for the project Mapping Heterotopias. By using a geographical information system, the 
mapping of  heterotopias starts on the physical space of  recording and traces relationships with the visual spatial metaphors 
and spaces of  distribution inserted on the landscape of  contemporary world-cinema. The presence of  the real world 
produces the other space or “the documentary chronotope” in terms of  Chanan, in which ‘documentaries are not necessarily 
built on a classical narrative by also by “implication”. In the space of  documentary the represented world is not separated 
from the viewer by reason of  narrative principle. On the contrary, the social reality portrayed here is one in which a viewer 
could in principle find themselves present, putatively, or as a potential historical subject, and sometimes palpably’ (Chanan, 
2000).   This continued transit between spaces of  recording, creation and viewer, identifies the analysis of  documentary with 
the spatial model of  Lefebvre.  Documentary practices therefore produce an imaginary space in the sense that counts with 
our presuppositions that are symbolically constructed. The case of  the rural space of  the Colombian armed conflict is a 
good example of  this production of  space: Most of  the urban citizens have never visited the armed conflict zones, but they 
lived an imaginary space built about these zones. Perhaps every Colombian has inside the imaginary map of  “a geography of  
terror” (Oslender, 2008), an idyllic countryside broken down by the violence. But, when a documentary portrays unsuspected 
“ways of  being together” (Martín-Barbero, 1999), the collective urban imaginary of  spaces of  violence is challenged with 
concrete representations of  heterotopias. 
These documentary representations are usually showing “a break with the traditional sense of  time” (Foucault, 1986). Here, 
the curiosity and fascination from the urban gaze of  the documentary filmmakers upon rural spaces of  an unknown country, 
is a determining element in the representation of  other spaces. However, this construction is not exclusive of  audiovisual 
representation of  rural zones, as a “real-and-imaginary” space (Soja, 1996) because the audiovisual representation of  the 
rural spaces of  violence have traditionally been shaped by a long literary tradition connected to “European travel writing 
on the tropics” (Lesley, 2009, p. 25) of  representation of  Colombian rural territories. In conclusion, my research traces 
the importance of  spatial film practices in the elaboration of  visual metaphors to interpret an armed conflict and applies 
innovative ways to organize and analyze audiovisual research data from a location-based perspective. The findings also 
points out to the importance of  observing the relationship between distribution places of  the world cinema, the need of  
legitimization of  national cinemas in transnational contexts and the realities of  accessing to rural places of  recording. As a 
result, the research points out to the understanding of  documentary as a cultural cartography of  other spaces.

Biographical note
Researcher at InCom-UAB (Institute of  Communication Studies). Doctor in Audiovisual Contents in the Digital Age (UAB) 
with the dissertation Mapping Heterotopias: Colombian Documentary films of  the Armed Conflict.  She has published book 
chapters and academic articles on documentary and film studies in academic journals such as  New Cinemas: Journal of  
Contemporary Film, Journal of  War and Culture Studies, Revista Archivos de la Filmoteca, Revista de la Comunicación and 
Revista Orbis. MRes Audiovisual Communication (UAB) and MA Hispanic American Literature (Instituto Caro y Cuervo, 
Colombia). Her research interests move between geographies and cartographies of  film and communication, practices in 
documentary films, found footage, film essay and film archive, film co-productions and EU distribution. She is Documentary 
filmmaker from Universidad del Valle, co-founder at the film association El Perro que Ladra-Barcelona for the promotion of  
Latin American Cinemas. Currently she is participating in two research projects in the field of  intercultural communication 
directed by Professor Amparo Huertas at InCom- UAB about Muslim women and media consumption on post-migratory 
context (Incom- Generalitat de Catalunya) and the realities and resistances of  Latin American Indigenous communities (FAS- 
Incom). She is member of  NECS, AE-IC, ECREA and ICA, and since 2015 member of  the academic board of  MIDBO 
(International Documentary Film Festival- Bogotá) and the Association of  documentary filmmakers Alados Colombia. 
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Remembering a fabricated city: visiting Terezín in Daniel Blaufuks’s As If… 

Can a city that is constructed first as fortress, then as prison, then as a concentration camp ever truly shed its ghosts? Can 
it ever assume a living that is not anchored on the past? In 2014 Daniel Blaufuks visited Terezín in the Czech Republic; 
the city looked empty, desolate, as if  its inhabitants had been slowly abandoning it. Interweaving images recorded on 
this trip with excerpts of  a Nazi propaganda film – Terezin: A Documentary Film from the Jewish Settlement Area – newsreels, 
and popular television and cinematic depictions of  the city-camp Theresienstadt, As if…(2014) is an examination on the 
perception of  truth and on the construction of  collective memory. The film follows Blaufuks’ previous research into the 
camp: first through the photograph of  an unoccupied office space found in W. G. Sebald’s Austerlitz (2001), then through 
his own reshooting of  the image and appropriation of  the remaining excerpts of  the fabricated Nazi propaganda film in 
Terezín (2007). Through the slowing-down of  these few surviving minutes Blaufuks reclaimed, in this first film, the intended 
duration of  the Nazi’s pseudo-documentary, emphasising the staged quality of  the original, focusing on what truth might still 
be read in the prolonged portraits of  its reluctant participants. In As if… time continues to be a key concern of  the artist; 
spanning 4h43m in its first iteration – the approximate time spent by Red Cross officials in the camp’s sole inspection visit in 
1944 – the film has since been extended. If, on the one hand, this temporal extension might transmit the endless quality of  
memory production, on the other hand, we might similarly connect it to concepts of  expanded cinema. Additionally, with 
its interlacing of  documentary and fictional films – particularly that of  Hollywood productions – As if… might be examined 
through the lens of  Alison Landsberg’s concept of  “prosthetic memory”.

Biographical note
Sandra Camacho is a PhD candidate in the International PhD Programme in Comparative Studies, Lisbon (PHDCOMP). 
She holds a master’s degree in Art and Multimedia from the Faculdade de Belas Artes, Universidade de Lisboa (2011) and 
a MA in Contemporary Art from Sotheby’s Institute of  Art, London (2013). Her main areas of  interest are the Archive as 
Contemporary Art Practice, the Digital Archive, Interarts Studies and Memory Studies.
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Sounding the moving image archive… wayback sound machine: sound through time, space and place 

A wayback-sound-tool could build a living archive that would have users’ experience one of  wonder and sensation, a 
sonic database that would help us to remember and learn about the past, while creating new experiences and highlighting 
information within the complexity of  changing soundscapes over a period that usually defies our comprehension, and 
contributing to expanding practices and cinema using the design of  sound.
Sound has a special relationship to emotion, instinct, and memory, both individual and historical. Tapping into an ancient 
area of  our brain, sound provides immediate information telling us where we are, if  it’s safe, and how we should feel 
about it.“Based on hearing, listening (from an anthropological point of  view) is the very sense of  space and of  time..,” 
Roland Barthes (1985) in Listening. Barthes further notes, “[N]oises have been the immediate raw materials of  a divination, 
cledonomancy: to listen is, in an institutional manner, to try to find out what is happening”. Or perhaps, what has happened. 
Years ago while traveling for a project involving an ancient religious path, I became interested in the concept of  sound 
back in time. What might this path sound like at different stages in history?  What would shape that soundscape? When 
considering at length the implications of  this concept, I felt it could be useful both on creative and scientific terms, and at 
a practical and theoretical level. I began to expand upon this in practice with sound design on various artistic and cultural 
projects, and in research and writing. This work is on sounding the past, the concept potential, how it is already being used 
and thought about in various disciplines, what it could mean for our future and what it could say about our history. My 
proposal to the 2016 Space and Cinema conference involves this concept with a special consideration to sound design in 
cinema and expanded cinema, and their shared place the Living Archive.
I foresee this presentation fitting most directly with these topics from your list:
- Cinematic space, place and time (sound’s contribution to these elements within cinema, and specifically through time…for 
example, Moana and Moana with Sound)
- Building the filmic space: screenplay, mise-en-scène, editing, post-production (and sound design)
- Film and landscape (film and soundscape)
- Cartographies, maps and archive (all of  my expanded cinema projects cited as artistic practice-based research use all three 
of  these in conjunction with sound)

Biographical note
Maile Colbert  is  an  intermedia  artist  with a  concentration  on sound and video. She is currently a PhD Research Fellow 
in Artistic Studies with a concentration on sound studies, sound design in time-based media, and soundscape ecology at the 
Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas, through the Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, 
and a visiting lecturer at the Faculdade de Belas Artes da Universidade do Porto. She collaborates with the art organization 
Binaural, and is director of  Cross the Pond, an organization based on arts and cultural exchange between the U.S. and 
Portugal, and is an ongoing contributor of  articles on Soundscape Ecology and Sound Studies at  “Sounding Out”, the award 
winning sound studies journal. 
She has had multiple screenings and shows, and has exhibited widely in Japan, Europe, Mexico, Australia, and the States. She 
has also designed sound and composed for such works as Rebecca Baron’s film How Little We Know of  Our Neighbors, winner of  
the Black Maria Film Festival Best Film, designed sound for Adele Horne’s feature documentary The Tailenders, PBS POV and 
winner of  a 2007 Independent Spirit Award, Irene Lusztig’s award winning archival documentary The Motherhood Archives, and 
Allan Sekula’s epic The Lottery of  the Sea.
 www.mailecolbert.com
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Geological filmmaking and missing land

This paper will propose ‘geological filmmaking’ as a strategy for the representation of  landscape at the time of  its instability 
and disappearance in the newly proposed geological epoch of  the Anthropocene, in which the human is said to have 
made irreversible changes to the geophysics of  the earth. From the early survey and encyclopedic drawings influencing 
the development of  the extraction industry and seeing the land as a resource, to the ‘blue marble’ photograph from space, 
representations of  the Earth have had a direct impact on our relationship to it. It is therefore crucial at this time of  planetary 
crisis to reimagine critically and responsibly the images of  geophysical change. One of  the palpable effects of  anthropogenic 
geologic change, along with the creation of  a geological stratum influenced by human habitation, industry and waste, is the 
modification of  landscape. Land is drowned in the creation of  hydroelectric dams and as a result of  rising sea levels, it is dug 
out in the expansion of  mines and canals, it is filled in by electronic waste grounds where obsolete technology goes to die and 
toxic lakes on the outskirts of  rare earth minerals processing plants.
I will analyse examples of  film works that attempt to (re)present eradicated landscapes: Flotsam Jetsam (2008) by David Kelley 
and Patty Chang, which accesses the landscape drowned by the creation of  the Three Gorges hydroelectric dam in China 
through the unconscious of  the participants and a performative building of  a wooden submarine. 
Radiant Temperature of  Openings (2015) by Faraz Anoushapour, Parastoo Anoushapour and Ryan Ferko is an exhibition of  
moving image work that reconstructs the drowned villages in Ontario, Canada through the use of  archival material. I will 
further ask how ‘geological film’ can get away from resurrecting land through human memory, and instead learn to look and 
see geologically: the way a geologist looks upon a canyon and sees duration and action. To do this I will propose reading 
landscape itself, after Derrida (1996), as an archive, and asking what it means to visually dig into time as one would dig into 
the strata below the land. 
I will mobilise the concept of  land as itself  already being a photographic or filmic image, present in Eyal Weizman’s 
conceptualisation of  aerial photographic images of  the Negev desert as ‘photographs of  photographs’ in light of  
climatologically induced conflict in Conflict Shoreline (2014: 11-12), and in Robert Smithson’s essay ‘A Tour of  the Monuments 
of  Passaic, New Jersey’ (1996). I will use this concept to speculate on the possibility of  the reverse: the ability of  the filmic 
image to be land. In proposing the ability of  an image to become form, I will ask whether it can then stand for missing land, 
replacing, resurrecting and preserving land, thus directly participating in geological formation. 

References:
Derrida, J. (1996). Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression. Chicago and London: University of  Chicago Press.
Smithson, R. (1996). Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings. (J. Flam, Ed.). Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of  California Press.
Weizman, E. (2014). Conflict Shoreline: Colonization as Climate Change at the Threshold of  the Negev Desert. Gottingen: Steidl.

Biographical note
Sasha Litvintseva is an artist, filmmaker, researcher and curator.  Her work has been exhibited worldwide including The 
Moscow Biennale for Young Art, Modern Art Museum Moscow, Wroclaw Media Art Biennale, Poland, Institute of  
Contemporary Art, London, Union Pacific gallery, London, Carlos Ishikawa gallery, London, the Ann Arbor Film Festival, 
Edinburgh Film Festival,  Kasseler Dokfest, Festival Du Nouveau Cinema, Montreal, Kino Der Kunst, Munich, Cinema Du 
Reel, Paris among many others. She has had solo shows and retrospective screenings at Union Docs, New York, Courtisane 
Film Festival, Close-Up Film Centre, London, AC Institute, New York, Edinburgh Film Guild, Image/Movement, Berlin, 
Nightingale Cinema, Chicago and VISIONS, Montreal, and her film Evergreen has been released on DVD by Filmarmalade 
in 2015. 

A graduate of  the Slade School of  Fine Art she is currently working on an AHRC CHASE funded practice based PhD 
proposing the concept of  geological filmmaking at Goldsmiths, University of  London, where she is a founding member of  
the Screen and Audiovisual Research Unit. She is also an independent curator of  contemporary moving image and co-curator 
of  the forthcoming inaugural November Film Festival.
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Ecosophy and democracy: Jennifer West’s One Mile Film (2012) and the scapes of Urban Resistance

Embedded in the tradition of  direct and cameraless film, L.A. based artist and filmmaker Jennifer West’s films explore 
the materiality of  both, the filmic medium, and our everyday lived experience. The artistic strategies found in West’s work 
include the combination of  footage of  often ‘trivial’ appearing quotidian situations with modifications of  the footage, as 
well as the use of  filmstrips as canvas spaces being directly painted on. The film discussed in this presentation, One Mile Film 
(2012), consists of  double-exposed 35mm footage of  parkour performances in areas restricted to public access, modified 
in a collaborative site-specific event on the Manhattan High Line – an abandoned elevated train trail that has connected 
Downtown Manhattan to the West Side harbor since the 19th century and that recently has become revitalized in context 
of  a public urban project by the New York City Department of  Parks and Recreation. Through the various alterations 
produced by participants (such as coloring, typographical inscriptions, scratchings, as well as roller-skating, walking, dancing, 
parkour performances etc.) on the sensitive emulsion of  the filmstrip, which West had placed on the High Line for one day 
in September 2012, the film vividly foregrounds the phenomenology of  the body, a term derived from philosopher Maurice 
Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of  Perception. Phenomenology does not only indicate the sensations that constitute the human 
condition, but also refers to “the meaning things have in our experience, notably, the significance of  objects, events, tools, 
the flow of  time, the self, and others, as these things arise and are experienced in our ‘life-world’”. (Smith, 2013) The turn 
to the body as the vector for the subjective perspective of  human experience is central to both, Merleau-Ponty’s studies 
of  perception as well as Judith Butler’s “phenomenological existentialism” (Coole, 2008). One Mile Film therefore invites 
to reflect on the relationship between cinema, (urban) space, and the body, and prompts to further investigate how West’s 
film by embracing spatial practices of  the everyday contests the homogenized, gentrified texture of  urban space in modern 
metropolises dominated by capital, thereby creating scapes of  urban resistance that motivate political activism in the global 
struggle for radical democracy. As this presentation aims to map out, through its experimental way of  directly involving 
a multiplicity of  subjects corporeally involved in the film’s production, the aspect of  spatiality evoked by One Mile Film 
stimulates a Marxist critique of  the politics of  public space that calls into question hegemonic epistemologies of  the body, 
and instead asks for an ‘ecosophy’ – a grassroots form of  alternative street knowledge(s).

Sources: 
Coole, Diana. “Butler’s Phenomenological Existentialism”. In: Judith Butler’s Precarious 
Politics. Critical Encounters, 11-27. Edited by Terrell Carvers and Samuel Chambers. London & New York: Routledge, 2008. 
Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. Phenomenology of  Perception. London & New York: Routledge, 
2012. 
Smith, David Woodruff, “Phenomenology”, The Stanford Encyclopedia of  Philosophy 
(Winter 2013 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2013/entries/phenomenology/>. 
Accessed online 04/28/2016.
West, Jennifer. One Mile Film. Commissioned and produced by Friends of  the High Line and the New York City Department of  Parks and 
Recreation. 2012.

Biographical note
Yasmin Afshar, born in Hamburg, is a doctoral candidate in American Studies and assistant professor at Goethe University 
Frankfurt. Her research interests comprise the fields of  literature, urban sociology, film studies, and media philosophy. She 
received her master’s degree in German and American Studies from Goethe University in summer 2014 with a reading of  
spatial semiotizations in Paul Auster’s novel Moon Palace and Teju Cole’s Open City. Her dissertation focuses on contemporary 
American experimental film, in particular those films that employ found footage or cameraless techniques. So far she has 
worked and published on the films by New York based filmmaker Bill Morrison (The Highwater Trilogy). Assuming a media 
philosophical approach Afshar tries to map the current trends in American experimental cinema tracing how it opens up new 
and unregistered perspectives on ecological, socio-political and philosophical questions of  the 21st century.
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Notes on cinematic mesography

French geographer Augustin Berque has been developing for a few years what he calls mesology (the study of  milieux). 
What is a milieu? It implies the subject, but the subject implies the milieu. Those two terms - subject and milieu - refuse “the 
radical alterity that dualism postulates between subject and object”. Subject and milieu both exist through a “concrete and 
reciprocal elaboration” in such a manner that Berque can assume that “the subject needs the milieu to become the subject, 
and the milieu needs the subject to become the milieu” . Obviously, Berque’s milieu has a lot1 in common with how the “body 
subject” lives space for Merleau-Ponty2, or with Jacob Von Uexküll’s umwelt3. Berque, as a geographer, thinks this fundamental 
interweaving of  subject and milieu on different scales, but often on a macroscopic level. What we assume here, is that this 
way of  conceiving the relation of  interdefinition of  subject and place can prove to be useful to rethink some of  the powers 
of  the cinematic image, but on a more humble and smaller scale (at the level of  a shot, a sequence). Rather than solving 
an aesthetical problem, we would like here to allow a question to take shape : Is there a specific cinematic ability to outline 
milieux (a cinematic mesography)? A cinematic milieu would necessarily be at least a body and a place, a body interwoven with a place 
through a cinematic “work”. And from this interweaving would come out a singular configuration of   space and body with 
sometimes unprecedented caracteristics. One example could be found in Ozu’s movies. Ozu keeps and accentuates a few 
caracteristics in the “world” he reconfigures through filmic forms: narrow streets; windows opening on walls; rails, trains 
and steel structures confining the cities; power lines crossing out the skies; a stressed geometry of  both home and public 
spaces. And in these places, he puts bodies which are physically but also morally and socially constrained. But, throughout 
his filmography one can also find a redundant yet discreet image: the wind passing (through) shirts drying in the air, like the 
figural translation of  a human yet immaterial body, the only one that could escape geometric and concrete spaces (as no 
wall can stop the wind, but can only divert it)4. What Ozu allows to see/think is that a cinematic body does not only exist in 
front of  a background, but also that the cinematic space does not only translates the feelings of  a character (which would only 
submit places to subjects). Places, in Ozu’s films, exist as such because the character feels constrained, but the character can’t 
but feel constrained in such places. But also: a figurative solution to represent the urge to free oneself  from such places can 
only invent itself  from the “grips” these places offer. The impetus to emancipate is not (only) a dramatic matter, a stance to 
be formulated by a character in the dialogue. It also has to be depicted through a corporeity that invents itself  from a certain 
spatiality – a corporeity that would be different if  it had to occur in another spatiality. What Ozu’s films allow to see is well 
and truly the mesographic ability of  cinema. If  the climbing of  a hill by a man on his bike is just “recorded”, I see a man on 
a hill, a man and his environment. But if  montage, framing, the immobility of  the camera, or its slow movements translate 
the effort of  the man’s body, its weight, by “projecting” them in the filmic matter of  the sequence (as in Bruno Dumont’s 
L’Humanité), then what I see, what the film allows me to experience, is a milieu, the milieu this particular man and this particular 
hill define together…
This paper, through heterogeneous and of  course non-exhaustive examples (Dumont, Ozu but aslo Wyler), would like to 
highlight the specific way in which cinematic mise-en-scène (framing, camera movement, montage) allows practices of  places 
by subjects, which are normally intangible from an outer point of  view, to be translated in forms and then perceived and 
sensed from outside, through an aesthetic relation.

1 Augustin Berque,  «La mésologie, de milieu en art», Conférence d’ouverture à l’exposition de Didier Rousseau-Navarre Mésologiques, 22 
août – 22 septembre 2013, Centre d’art CAMAC, Marnay-sur-Seine.
2 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phénoménologie de la perception, Gallimard, 1945.
3 Jacob Von Uexküll, Milieu animal et milieu humain, Rivages, 2010.

Biographical note
Benjamin Thomas is a Lecturer in Film Studies at the University of  Strasbourg. He worked on contemporary japanese cinema 
(Le Cinéma japonais d’aujourd’hui - Cadres incertains, Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2009), but mainly works on the aesthetics of  
cinema. He is the author of  L’Attrait du vent (Yellow Now, 2016) and edited Tourner le dos. Sur l’envers du personnage au cinéma 
(Presses Universitaires de Vincennes, 2013). His interest for space and cinema, already present in his book on japanese 
cinema but also in articles on Imamura (Positif), Tarkovski (Ligeia) or Miike (Patricia-Laure Thivat (ed.), Voyages et exils au 
cinéma. Transferts et/ ou chocs culturels) recently led him to approach cinematic space in the light of  the notion of  mesography 
(L’Attrait du vent, and a book to come).
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“Caçadores de imagens” e missões cinegráficas ao território português (1916-1918)

Em 1916-17, a Casa Gaumont enviou a Portugal um operador de câmara para uma missão cinegráfica, cujo objectivo seria 
percorrer Portugal de Norte a Sul e rodar o máximo possível de fita durante um curto espaço de tempo. Dessa “missão 
cinegráfica” de Anatole Thiberville resultariam trinta e três filmes. No ano seguinte, a Casa Pathé enviou a Portugal o 
operador de câmara R. Moreau com uma “missão” idêntica à de Thiberville, da qual resultariam vinte e quatro filmes.
A generalidade dos filmes rodados neste período enquadra-se num registo muito próprio, situado entre o filme turístico-
lúdico e o filme educativo-cultural. Estes filmes, situados nesse território fílmico pouco definido, tinham simultaneamente a 
preocupação de documentar cinematograficamente locais e factos e, sobretudo, de promover e difundir um certo “bilhete-
postal” dos aspectos paisagísticos mais curiosos e os usos e costumes dos seus habitantes.
O objectivo desta proposta é mapear as missões cinegráficas dos “caçadores de imagens” Anathole Thiberville e R. Moreau a 
Portugal entre 1916-1918 e reflectir sobre a influência do cinema na definição cartográfica do território português na primeira 
metade do séc. XX, assim como na construção de uma representação e identidade visual de alguns desses territórios.

Fontes
Gaumont Pathé Archives. Disponível em http://www.gaumontpathearchives.com/index.php
European Film Gateway. Disponível em http://www.europeanfilmgateway.eu/pt-pt
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O Urbano e o doméstico: os espaços do Film Noir americano

Os espaços urbanos e domésticos estão no cerne do film noir americano desenvolvido nas décadas de 1940 e 50. A ligação 
entre estes espaços e o noir não pode ser considerada apenas através da associação entre a cidade e o crime ou da separação 
entre a casa e a violência. O contexto deste género teórico pensado por críticos franceses deve ser levado em consideração, 
de uma forma mais ampla e precisa, como o universo real e imaginário habitado pelas suas personagens. Estudar filmes 
como Double Indemnity (Pagos a Dobrar, 1944) e The Big Heat (Corrupção, 1946) revela uma arqueologia do noir como narrativa 
da cultura espacial dos EUA e, em simultâneo, como um meio de imaginar essa cultura. O que emerge é a dimensão social 
dos filmes noir que põe em contacto várias épocas e diversos lugares com a escuridão e a inquietação de um pesadelo. O film 
noir americano foi produzido num período da história dos EUA na qual o medo imperou. As feridas deixadas pela Grande 
Depressão ainda estavam frescas e o comunismo era visto como uma ameaça permanente na esfera pública e privada.
O território do noir é uma imagem múltipla da história dos EUA que começou com o desenvolvimento de áreas povoadas 
apreendidas e áreas despovoadas ocupadas que foram sendo agregadas. Desta junção resultou um espaço centrífugo, 
descentralizado através dos esquemas de crescimento, das auto-estradas interestaduais, dos planos de tráfego, e dos meios de 
comunicação de massas. Podemos dizer que este território só se torna tangível através da força da velocidade.
A cidade do noir é, no geral, a nova grande cidade americana. As cidades modernas são palimpsestos compostos por restos 
de paisagens anteriores que são apagados ou relacionados por estruturas emergentes. Isto também se aplica às cidades 
americanas, apesar da sua juventude. Estes filmes tiram partido da capacidade que o cinema tem de projectar o passado de 
uma cidade e de registar vestígios das suas mudanças ao longo do tempo.
São vários os lugares do noir no quais as personagens circulam, vivem e morrem. As relações sociais são redefinidas 
espacialmente como um habitat e este ambiente físico e geográfico estende-se para os populosos subúrbios e para as zonas 
urbanas degradadas e abandonadas. Estas obras cinematográficas podem ser vistas como registos da resistência da cidade à 
transformação humana, como se o ambiente urbano tivesse uma vida própria que afecta de modo decisivo a vida dos seus 
habitantes. Este ambiente destrutivo e desagradável é um fruto e uma imagem do capitalismo.
Por fim, a casa do noir é, muitas vezes, um espaço privado estranho, vulnerável à insegurança vivida no espaço público. As 
interacções entre pessoas são, por essa razão, tipicamente encenadas em espaços comuns. As casas oscilam, contrastantes, 
entre as habitações sumptuosas dos vilões e a normalidade acolhedora das vulgares casas de família que é ameaçada ou 
destruída.
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e a religião tem sido apresentado em várias universidades portuguesas e estrangeiras e publicado em revistas com arbitragem 
científica como a Fata Morgana e a L’Atalante. Mais informações em: www.sdiasbranco.net
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A dialética dos espaços em Jaime de António Reis

Jaime (António Reis, 1974) exprime de forma exemplar o espírito dos tempos à metade dos anos setenta. Nos mesmos anos, 
o tema da folia estava ao centro de muitas reflexões filosóficas, políticas e psiquiátricas: dos estudos de Foucault (cuja obra 
Surveiller et punir [Vigiar e Punir] será publicada em 1975 e traduzida em português em 1977) ao movimento internacional da 
anti-psiquiatria, até a uns filmes militantes (como Matti da slegare de Marco Bellocchio e Silvano Agosti). Neste contexto, Jaime 
pode ser considerado como uma reflexão sobre a relação entre poder e liberdade. Na forma do filme, esta relação manifesta-
se como um conflito entre espaços diferentes. Por um lado, o espaço do poder é simbolizado pela arquitetura panóptica do 
Hospital Miguel Bombarda de Lisboa e, por outro lado, o espaço da liberdade é expresso pela estrutura dialética do estilo 
fílmico. Neste sentido, o espaço físico dos lugares sobrepõe-se continuamente ao espaço mental construído pela montagem 
e pelas associações de imagens e sons. De facto, o filme baseia-se na ausência de linearidade, na dissociação da imagem 
e do som e na montagem de materiais heterogéneos (imagens filmadas, desenhos, notas, exames médicos e fotografias). 
O protagonista do filme, animado por um impulso artístico profundo e ancestral, torna-se assim o símbolo da rebelião à 
ditadura e a cada forma de ordem estabelecida. Nesta comunicação, tenciono mostrar como a construção do espaço fílmico 
se transforma num ato político, coerentemente com as reflexões da teoria e da prática cinematográfica internacional dos anos 
setenta. 
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Forbidden topographies: anti-homes, identity and tactile space in early émigré and exile cinema

The way a place is built determines what happens in it.
from Secret Beyond the Door (Fritz Lang, 1947) 

The house is one of  the most recurrent and defining settings in our collective cinematic imagination. Over the years, its 
image has shifted between two opposites: it has been hailed as a place of  happiness, safety and bliss just as frequently as it 
has been deemed a prison—an anti-home. This anti-home, in turn, has acquired a whole variety of  forms, from an imposing 
castle atop a hill to a sheltered small town family house. Notions of  home, placeness and spatiality become particularly 
relevant when analysing the work of  ‘displaced’ filmmakers, who explore the idea that moving from one’s home and into a 
new house entails more than a purely geographical dislocation. Specifically, the dynamic the architectural establishes between 
the organicity of  its interstices and the human body points to the fact that being in the anti-home promotes a spatially and 
psychologically disjoined experience of  site-sensing. In my paper, I propose to investigate the phenomenological intricacies 
of  the complex sensorial relationship between the body of  the characters, the built environment and the viewer in early 
émigré and exile cinema. I draw on Georges Braque’s notion of  ‘tactile space’ (Danchev, 2005) as a particularly helpful 
concept in understanding and analysing the films.
Martin Heidegger claims that ‘we do not dwell because we have built, but we build because we dwell, that is, because we are 
dwellers’ (Heidegger, 1971). In this way, Heidegger establishes a causal proximity between dweller and dwelling space, which 
we can usefully apply to a reading of  cinematic spatialities. The filmed architectural offers a complex network of  significances 
where sense perception is toyed with, identity shattered and memories challenged. Furthermore, each film has one or more 
topographies that the self  cannot (or should not) transgress, and the camera often portrays the characters as intruders, always 
on the verge of  trespassing some invisible threshold. With a seemingly ever-growing maze-like interior of  rooms, closed 
windows, winding staircases, endless corridors, and secret chambers, the anti-home forces the characters (and the spectators) 
to experience filmic space in a specific way. 
Tom Conley argues that identity is ‘the consciousness of  belonging (or longing to belong) to a place and of  being at a 
distance from it’ (Conley, 2007). According to the author, place shapes identity. Charting the trajectories of  dwelling bodies 
will provide an insight into the ways selfhood is endangered within a confined location. Throughout the films, the building 
accentuates the paradoxical nature of  its spaces: spaces that do not always abide by objective geographic coordinates and that 
can be concomitantly welcoming and repulsive, wide and claustrophobic, symbols of  both refuge and exile. Whilst inquiring 
whether diasporic journeys affect the onscreen construction of  space and the extent to which deterritorialisation plays a 
part in the representation of  spatial relations, my paper shall explore as well the bond between the dweller, the sensory and 
memory formation in émigré and exile representations of  the anti-home.
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role of  sound, time, space, and mental illness in transnational cinema and television. She has written articles on cinematic 
thresholds and the aesthetics of  touch in Gothic film and is currently working on a monograph about the transatlantic 
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Catholic University of  Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium) and has a degree in Communication Sciences from the New University 
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Space and national identity in the films of Milcho Manchevski

The Macedonian director Milcho Manchevski has repeatedly stressed that his films are about people and not place. Indeed, 
he insists that it is a fundamental category mistake to read a film that is from somewhere as necessarily about somewhere, 
in Manchevski’s case to read his films as about the Republic of  Macedonia just because they come from the Republic of  
Macedonia. Whilst I agree that Manchevski’s films are certainly about people, they are usually love stories that end tragically, 
they are also deeply rooted in a specific geographical space and, I believe, preoccupied with how that space has been 
historically constituted. Through an analysis of  Manchevski’s four major films to date - Before the Rain (1994), Dust (2001), 
Shadows (2007) and Mothers (2010) - I suggest that Manchevski constructs a very specific image of  place and national identity. 
Formally Manchevski’s films rupture linear conceptions of  time and homogenized notions of  space through fragmented 
narratives and spatio-temporal disjunctions, which suggest what we might call an inclusive view of  history and identity. At the 
same time, certain recurring motifs of  landscape, music and religion suggest that this particular national space is exclusively 
Slav and Orthodox Christian. Shadows is essentially a ghost story that explores the unrepresentable, the unsayable, and the 
guilt of  the living towards the dead. Another way of  putting this is the unrepresentable, the unsayable, a trauma that cannot 
be integrated into the subject’s experience of  the present. The trauma that haunts all of  Manchevski’s films is the trauma 
of  History and the carving out of  nation states from the ruins of  the Ottoman Empire at the beginning of  the twentieth 
century. This trauma is present in Before the Rain through the absence of  the other, Albanian Macedonians, as there is no 
Albanian music in the film and an overabundance of  Christian symbolism and churches. It is present in Dust through implicit 
references to the failed Ilinden day (1903) uprising against the Ottoman Empire. It is there most clearly in Shadows through 
the need to bury the bones of  the dead in their homeland and “Return what’s not yours.” Manchevski’s most recent film, 
Mothers, is his first about contemporary Macedonia and is not concerned with history, in the sense that his first three films 
were. It is however concerned with locating Macedonia within global media networks beyond the Balkans. Its three-part 
structure and central fictional component also return us to the mythical space and landscape of  Manchevski’s debut film. As 
Manchevski is currently working on a film in the US, this may well mark the closure of  his Macedonian cycle.

Biographical note
Sean Homer is Professor of  Film and Literature at the American University in Bulgaria, where he teaches courses in Film 
Criticism, History, Memory and Narrative in Contemporary Balkan Cinema as well as Modernism, Postmodern Literature 
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Reader (Palgrave Macmillan 2005). He has published a number of  articles on Balkan cinema including “Retrieving Kusturica’s 
Underground as a Critique of  Ethnic Nationalism” (Jump Cut 2009) and “The Voice as objet a in Tony Gatlif ’s Gadjo dilo” 
(Psychoanalysis, Culture and Society 2010).  He is currently working on a book on History, Memory and Narrative in Balkan Cinema.
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Border as method: remapping global cities in docu-fiction 

This paper will view in the escalating prominence of  internal and external borders in the constitution of  current global 
processes an imperative to rethink traditional understandings of  filmic representations of  place. Taking as a starting point 
Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson’s prescription to think border as method I question what it means for a medium which 
formally re/maps space, which has a representative function in relation to specific territories and which economically flows 
across space to exist in a global system based upon bordering processes? I will aim to explore the ways in which the fact of  
borders makes demands on film makers and scholars alike to recast stable notions of  the profilmic space by focusing on two 
case study docu-fiction films; Twilight City (1989, Black Audio Film Collective) and A Ultima Vez Que Vi Macau (The Last 
Time I Saw Macao, João Pedro Rodrigues and João Rui Guerra da Mata, 2012). These films are ostensibly set in global cities 
but in their exploitation of  the formal properties of  film space – or in their use of  the border as method – they portray the 
constitutive disjunctiveness at the heart of  these havens of  deterritorialised flows. These films foreground the unhomeliness of  
these heterotopic spaces by framing the profilmic space as being always dependent on an absent other; the repressed history 
of  the movement and multiplication of  labour and the resultant fractional identities which threaten the cultural consistency 
of  place. Such a history is traditionally smoothed over in filmic representation by the visual coherence and contemporaneity 
of  the built environment and its relation to the homogeneity of  national identity. In these films however the exclusionary 
practices which global cityscapes disappear, are brought to the surface in the multi-dimensional synthetic space of  film. 
In Twilight City an epistolary voice occupies the interstices of  a late Thatcherite London speaking to a loved one in Dominica 
whose longing to return to London becomes the basis for a meditative archaeology of  the rapidly changing city. Blending 
fiction, discursive analysis and archival footage, the film documents the melancholic rootlessness of  the migrant experience 
of  the early phases of  the neoliberalisation of  the city. In A Ultima Vez Que Vi Macau, a noirish monologue trails the out-
of-camera action of  a protagonist who has returned to contemporary Macao from Lisbon for the first time in 30 years in 
search of  his besieged friend Candy. The loose connection between voice-over, point of  view system and the narrativization 
of  space offers a vision of  Macao which is at once mapped by the dislocation and searching of  the saudade narrative and at 
the same time decomposed into uneven terrains of  life detached from any cultural imaginary. Together the films exemplify a 
particular variant of  accented cinema which attempt to reconfigure the visual coherence of  particular bounded territories so as 
to foreground the various bordering processes underlying the global cities.

Biographical note
Roberto Mozzachiodi is a writer and researcher based in Brighton. He is currently completing a funded Phd at Goldsmiths 
College, University of  London, titled ‘From Urban Explosion to Information Bomb: Historicizing Space in the Work of  
Henri Lefebvre’. He co-founded the Screen and Audio-Visual Research Unit at Goldsmiths College. He is an archivist at 
British Library specialising in zines and radical journals from the 60’s onward. He has a BA in English, Philosophy and Film 
Studies from the University of  Glasgow and an MA in Postcolonial Theory and Global Policy from Goldsmiths College, 
University of  London.
https://goldsmiths.academia.edu/RobertoMozzachiodi 
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A symptomatic reading of 28 Weeks Later

Academic writing on horror regularly posits (or even exaggerates) the genre’s subaltern status. In this vein, Brigid Cherry 
characterizes horror as “somewhat disreputable” and even “taboo” (2009, p.9, p.13). At the same time, horror films are 
regarded as laden with symptomatic meanings that, like Freudian symptoms, betray contemporaneous socio-political tensions; 
or, as Paul Wells maintains, “The history of  horror is essentially a history of  anxiety in the twentieth century” (2001, p.3). 
In making the case that 28 Weeks Later (2007, Dir: Juan Carlos Fresnodillo, United Kingdom-Spain) channels symptomatic 
meanings through cascades of  bodily fluids and body-horror abjection, I summon Robin Wood’s theorization (Wood 2002). 
Wood asks: Who or what is the monster in a horror film—and where does he/she/it stand with respect to the status quo? 
In sketching an answer to what constitutes the monster in a symptomatic reading of  the film, space is implicated. In 
particular, I posit that 28 Weeks Later channels anxieties over the spatial extension of  hypertrophic US militarism. In the film, 
the US military has colonized what is left of  the UK via martial law within “District One”. Within the district’s otherwise 
physically comfortable high rises, the US’ martial law regime is buttressed by the disciplinary mechanisms of  surveillance 
(underscored by the filmmakers’ frequent cuts to surveillance camera footage [Foucault 1995]) that abets the coercive military 
presence. In this manner, 28 Weeks Later channels anxiety about US militarism in the wake of  the 2003 invasion of  Iraq into 
which the film’s co-producing nations of  UK and Spain were dragooned as junior partners, alongside the ongoing situation 
of  800 US military installations around the globe (Vine 2015).
Along with the US and its militarist projection, masculine identity is closely articulated to the monster in the film as 
personified in the character of  Don. A cowardly man who fled his wife Alice when she seemed overwhelmed by the zombies, 
Don is prepared to kill her when she unexpectedly appears in District One in order to preserve the secret of  his cowardice 
from their children. He subsequently becomes the lead zombie antagonist. In contrast with Don, the survivors of  zombie 
holocaust in 28 Weeks Later are all distinctively not Caucasian male adults: protective young woman Samantha, the youngest 
person in Britain Andy, and the African-American pilot Flynn. Woman, youth, person of  color: Their situation as survivors 
of  the monsters’ onslaught endows them with status that counters traditional hierarchy and further channels 28 Weeks Later’s 
politics as anti-US militarism and antipatriarchal tradition. 

Sources: 
Cherry, Brigid (2009). Horror. New York: Routledge.
Foucault, Michel (1995). Discipline e Punish. New York: Random House. 
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History”. The Nation, 14 September. Accessed 23 May 2016 from: 
www.thenation.com/article/the-united-states-probably-has-moreforeign-military-bases-than-any-other-people-nation-or-empire-
inhistory/. 
Wells, Paul (2001). The Horror Genre from Beelzebub to Blair Witch. New York: Columbia University Press. 
Wood, Robin (2002). “The American Nightmare: Horror in the 1970s”. In Horror: The Film Reader (Mark Jancovich, Ed.), pp.25-32. 
London: Routledge.
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Allospaces: mind-topia and the unfilmable 

One of  the most peculiar things about the cinema is the capacity it has always had of  exalting impossible spaces, such as 
those of  dreams or of  the mind. This occurs by means of  formal devices, ranging from out of  frame to depth of  field, from 
chromatic assets to resolution, and many more of  those registers which Marc Vernet called “figures of  absence” (2008). Thus 
the cinema codifies otherwise inexpressible spaces of  otherness, mediating them through its linguistic specificity. One need 
only think of  the utilization of  frames with borders that are out of  focus (or blurred by profilmic elements, as happens with 
the fog in the nightmare in Francis Ford Coppola’s The Conversation), nowadays interiorized as a manner of  referring to the 
topia of  the dreamlike, or to certain modulations of  phonic reverberation able to project the spectator from the ontology of  
matter to that of  the mind.
The purpose of  this paper is therefore above all that of  identifying the principal formal cinematographic registers sedimented 
as a connective tissue between the space of  reality and that of  the mind and, starting from these, of  constructing a brief  map 
of  mental topias in the cinema (spaces of  dream, hallucination, hypnosis, obsession, paranoia or even metanoia,…), useful for 
understanding how each author’s style constitutes de facto a struggle against something essentially inexpressible or unfilmable. 
What in fact do Tarkovskij’s spaces of  dream and of  deception (in Solaris illusion becomes explorable topology) and those 
of  Bunuel (La voie lactée sees the space of  dream interact with that of  wakefulness), Lynch’s spaces of  hallucination (Lost 
Highways is almost entirely constructed in the space of  hallucination) and those of  Carpenter (half  of  In the Mouth of  Madness 
is set in an interior world arising from a book), those of  Haneke’s paranoia (71 Fragmente einer Chronologie des Zufalls reifies the 
space of  paranoia with an original system of  editing) and those of  Bergman (Smultronstället displays at the same time spaces 
of  the present and of  the past by means of  memory, which becomes an inhabitable place and useful for the attainment of  
awareness) have in common? What are the procedures whereby the individual film-maker reifies an intrinsically inexpressible 
mental dimension through strategies of  form? What are the connections between the space of  the frame, that of  the 
representation and that of  the mind? 
Through a series of  examples aimed at providing a basic methodological toolkit an attempt will therefore be made to 
introduce the issue of  the unfilmable as essentially topological, highlighting the intimate nature of  films (and of  all works of  
art) regarded as a violent outpouring, or emergence, from the struggle between the means of  expression which the film-
maker has at his/her disposal and the – never perfectly expressible - contents of  his/her mind. Every film, even before 
containing spaces inhabited by characters, would thus be a manifestation of  mental spaces that are more or less pronounced, 
more or less relevant. This theory, which makes the mind-topia of  film a bridge between semiotics and aesthetics, will be 
proposed as a hermeneutic modality capable of  supplying new instruments for the interpretation of  a cinematographic text 
seen as a machine that is able to reify transcendent spaces (Schrader 2010).

Biographical note
Bruno Surace is a Ph.D candidate in Semiotics and Media at the University of  Turin (tutor prof. Ugo Volli) and member of  
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Narration, drama, and the birth of the mental landscape: forms of landscape and space in the cinema of 

Ingmar Bergman

Ingmar Bergman’s films are centered around his way of  staging people and the human body. Not surprisingly, as Jacques 
Aumont noted, one of  the Swedish filmmaker’s characteristic traits lies in his ability to organize the film device by insisting 
on constructing a space within the shot in which the actors’ body (and specifically their face) seems as if  it were caged 
and constrained, thereby bringing out an emotional specificity unhampered by the spatial context; bodies and faces are 
“extracted” from the space in which they are in power and take on a new and specific updating, which shifts the eminently 
psychological dimension towards a new level of  possibility: that of  staging, in the space and the framing of  the shot, not only 
the expression of  a feeling, but also the impetus which opens towards the creation of  a mental image that is characteristic of  
memory, dreams, and hallucinations. 
However, it is clear that this peculiar feature of  the representation of  corporeality and the extreme visibility of  the human 
face can only exist in relation to the space that surrounds and contains the face and, more generally, the body.
This is also attested to by Bergman’s gradual shift towards a kind of  cinema that insists on an intimate dimension of  
cinematic space, in which the spaces of  action for the actors’ bodies are progressively reduced and, staged in this “chamber” 
dimension, where there is a claustrophobia that forces the characters to confront their own inner selves, having been deprived 
of  any means of  escape to the outside. 
Starting from the evolution in the ways landscapes are staged in Ingmar Bergman’s films, this paper aims to highlight 
how it is possible to identify a progressive transition from forms of  realism to forms of  abstraction of  the natural space, 
even proposing a passage that leads to the creation of  a hallucinatory mental landscape, marked by overcoming what is 
phenomenologically real in order to define the horizons that pertain to the creation of  a space with no real referent, which 
although starting from the concrete physicality of  the space around the characters, is re-elaborated by the subject and thereby 
takes on a level of  further significance.  
More specifically, three formal types will be identified: narrativizing forms of  landscape and space (related to psychological 
contingency, and characterized by acting as a direct offshoot of  the emotional status of  the characters acting within those 
landscapes, whether natural or artificial, pertaining to an urban dimension or placed in opposition to the latter); dramatic 
forms of  landscape and space (which differ from the above-mentioned forms due to their autonomy with respect to the 
characters; the latter no longer define the psychological dimension, but having become the characters themselves, influence 
- in agreement with or in opposition to - the action); forms of  mental landscape (defined by the irreducibility of  visible spaces 
to a purely real referent; i.e. spaces, albeit filtered by the experience of  the characters’ eyes in which this type of  landscape 
is expressed, are presented as progressively detached from a real context: in fact, they become “mental” forms, at times 
pertaining to the realm of  dreams, nightmares, or memory).

Biographical note
Fabio Pezzetti Tonion graduated in 2005 from the University of  Turin with a thesis on “Film History” concentrating on 
the sacred dimension in the cinema of  Abel Ferrara. In 2010, he received his Ph.D. from the same university in D.A.M.S – 
specializing in Scandinavian Studies and Performing Arts, with a thesis on the temporal dimension in the cinema of  Ingmar 
Bergman. His primary research interests are the representation of  time in modern and contemporary cinema, and problems 
relating to the philology and technology of  film restoration. Since 2005, he has been collaborating with the Museo Nazionale 
del Cinema in Torino. He has published articles and essays on the cinema of  Ingmar Bergman, Joseph Losey, Abel Ferrara, 
and on Italian silent films.
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Fantasmas do passado: a “casa” como metáfora e o sentimento de perda no filme Santiago de João Moreira 

Salles

No seu livro seminal A interpretação dos sonhos (1900), Sigmund Freud propõe duas figuras principais, entre outras, para a 
compreensão do sonho: a condensação, que tem o seu correspondente estilístico na metáfora, e o deslocamento, que corresponde 
à metonímia. 
Nesta comunicação procurar-se-á estabelecer uma comparação entre a forma como são construídos os sonhos (e os espaços 
do sonho) e a forma como no cinema se enuncia o espaço analizando a forma como João Moreira Salles, no seu filme Santiago 
(2007) nos oferece um retrato da sua casa de infância a pretexto de  realizar um retrato do mordomo dessa casa. Mostraremos 
como a representação do espaço no cinema, ao ser sempre realizada parcialmente, a partir de ângulo, nos remete para um 
todo (da casa, do edifício, do quarto) também de forma metonímica; são supostos representar o espaço como familiar, mesmo 
que seja um espaço de terror ou de inquietação, que nos surge sempre, também, como metafóra. 
Em Santiago, a casa é tratada como fetiche (Metz). A forma como Salles filma esta casa e a fotografa, como monta a narrativa 
sobre ela e o seu mordomo, conduz-me a perceber que o filme é, afinal, um filme sobre si mesmo e sobre o sentimento 
melancólico que o liga a ela.
Santiago, o mordomo, é assim uma espécie de metáfora do paraíso da infância mas também dos seus dramas.. No final do 
filme percebemos que o pequeno apartamento onde a maior parte do filme é rodado — a morada do velho mordomo — é 
um espaço deslocado do da sua infância  (a mansão Moreira Salles) e todo o filme procura esconder o profundo sentimento 
de perda do realizador, bem como a relação fetichista que em parte mantém com a memória dessa casa.

Nota biográfica
Margarida Medeiros doutorada em Ciências da Comunicação pela Universidade Nova de Lisboa. Lecciona no Departmento 
de Ciências da Comunicação da Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas da mesma Universidade nas áreas de Fotografia 
e Cinema e Cultura Visual. Como autora publicou vários livros e artigos: Fotografia e Narcissimo: o Auto-retrato Contemporâneo 
(2000) — acerca do auto-retrato em fotografia; Fotografia e Verdade: Uma História de fantasmas (2010) — acerca da relação entre 
o automatismo da imagem e a fotografia espírita; A Última Imagem: fotografia de uma ficção (2012), sobre um mito fotográfico do 
século XIX; Augusto Bobone, Fotoradiografias, 1896 (2014) – sobre a colecção de fotografias de Raios-X de Augusto Bobone.
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Breves notas sobre os fantasmas de Piramida: paisagem, memória e música

Em 2012, Andreas Koefeb e os membros da banda dinamarquesa Efterklang, viajam até Piramida, uma cidade-fantasma da 
ex-União Soviética localizada no arquipélago norueguês de Svelbard. Dessa viagem resultam dois objectos que se sobrepõem: 
um documentário, The Ghost of  Piramida e um disco, Piramida. O primeiro, parte narrativa de viagem, parte expedição 
contemporânea, é um poderoso registo da paisagem da cidade mineira; o segundo é, em certa medida, um testemunho 
criativo dos sons e silêncios da cidade, uma vez que os membros da banda gravaram diferentes registos para mais tarde usar 
nas canções do seu novo disco. Ao mesmo tempo, tanto o disco como o filme, funcionam como um arquivo que preserva 
a memória de Piramida. Em The Ghost of  Piramida, Koefeb mergulha na paisagem e memória da cidade quer através do seu 
registo visual, quer através do testemunho de um dos mineiros que lá viveu até ao encerramento da mina em 1998. Em 
Piramida, os membros da banda recuperam a cidade-fantasma através do exercício criativo das suas canções. Deste modo, 
o presente trabalho pretende tecer breves notas sobre três diferentes leituras possíveis apresentadas por estes objectos. Em 
primeiro lugar, Piramida como um espaço utópico, imagem de um tempo dourado, nostálgico, representado pelo testemunho 
de um dos mineiros; em segundo, os fantasmas que esta paisagem apresenta e que o filme documenta e, por último, o disco e 
as canções criadas a partir desta jornada muito particular que serão usadas também como banda sonora do documentário.

Nota biográfica
José Duarte é docente na Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa, onde lecciona as disciplinas de Cinema Norte-
Americano, Cultura Popular Norte-Americana e Geografia Cultural dos EUA. É investigador no CEAUL (Centro de Estudos 
Anglísticos da Universidade de Lisboa) e bolseiro de Pós-doutoramento com um projecto centrado na relação do cinema com 
a cidade. Tem publicado vários artigos, cinco livros de poesia, dois livros infantis e vários poemas dispersos por publicações 
nacionais e internacionais.
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Modernidade e luto em Ruínas, de Manuel Mozos

O filme Ruínas (2009), de Manuel Mozos, começa por uma falsa ruína: a implosão de um edifício de um famoso complexo 
turístico, em Tróia. Porquê falsa? Porque de um edifício implodido não fica nada, já que tudo é retirado e limpo para que 
outro seja rapidamente construído no seu lugar. Ora, a ruína não se confunde com a destruição súbita ou com a catástrofe: 
ela pode ser, sim, o que vem depois e que resta disso. 
Desde o seu nascimento, os novos meios acompanharam as ciências sociais, sobretudo a geografia e a etnografia, na 
documentação de um mundo que a ciência e a tecnologia, elas mesmas, foram fazendo desaparecer. A ciência, de um lado, 
o mercado, do outro, alteraram e tornaram obsoleta a paisagem física e social da modernidade. A fotografia, ao parar o 
movimento, começou a produzir todo o arquivo do passado – essa vasta operação pela qual o passado foi destinado à coleção 
e ao museu.
Mas o objeto congelado no tempo pelo dispositivo fotográfico é também um objeto no tempo e sujeito a ele, ou seja, à 
sua devastação. O cinema, ao reinscrever o movimento nos objetos e ao devolvê-los ao fluxo do tempo, combina presença 
(objeto, documento) com desaparição (Sam Rohdie, Promised Lands: Cinema, Geography, Modernism, 2001). O cinema dá, pois, a 
ver a modernidade como devastação e introduz o elemento que falta para abordar o filme de Manuel Mozos: o luto.

Nota biográfica
Osvaldo Manuel Silvestre é professor do Departamento de Línguas, Literaturas e Culturas da FLUC. Tem leccionado cadeiras 
nas licenciaturas em Línguas e Literaturas Modernas e Estudos Portugueses e Lusófonos, na área da Teoria da Literatura, em 
que se doutorou, e ainda na licenciatura em Estudos Artísticos (Estética, Arte e Multimédia, Introdução aos Novos Média, 
Análise de Filmes). Leccionou ainda, no actual Departamento de Ciências da Vida da Universidade de Coimbra, uma cadeira 
opcional de Antropologia e Literatura, em co-regência com Luís Quintais. Na pós-graduação leccionou cadeiras de Teoria da 
Literatura e de Literatura de Língua Espanhola (um curso sobre “Os Mundos de Borges”). Dirigiu a licenciatura de Estudos 
Portugueses e Lusófonos entre 2006 e 2009. Publicou ensaios e livros sobre questões de teoria, estética, literaturas de língua 
portuguesa, literatura comparada, artes e crítica cultural. É membro do Centro de Literatura Portuguesa da Universidade de 
Coimbra.
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Questions of space and time throughout Manoel de Oliveira’s screenplays

Manoel de Oliveira crossed the history cinema, starting in the silent film epoch (Labor on the Douro, 1931) and premiering is 
last film on his 106th birthday (The Old Man of  Belem, 2014), after winning the most prestigious awards in the major films 
festivals (Cannes, Venice, etc). Known for a very idiosyncratic film style, concerning the cinematic treatment of  time and 
space, his most rigorous passion for formal accuracy can be early detected in the director’s screenplays texts. 
Highlighting the screenplay’s intrinsic dynamic configuration (the script as “structure that wants to be another structure”, 
Pasolini) and taking into account that the universes of  the script, film and filmography belong to one another in a mutual 
and circular way, the study of  the creative process surrounding the screenplay (articulated with the film itself) can help us to 
understand Manoel de Oliveira’s distinctive formal work, namely the way the director deals with the questions of  spatiality. 
Following the mysterious motto ‘There is nothing going on, but something happened there’ (Oliveira), this communication intends to 
track some of  the traces of  that ‘something happened there’ present in Oliveira’s screenplays. We will be focusing on the narrative 
and interpretative processes that are linked and articulated with Manoel de Oliveira’s unique film spatiality. Specifically 
searching a comprehensive examination of  the innumerous ways time is spatialized into the moving image within the 
framework of  Oliveira’s unique screenplays.

Biographical note
Researcher at the Center for Comparative Studies, Faculty of  Letters, University of  Lisbon. Is currently finishing her PhD 
on the screenplays of  Manoel de Oliveira and João César Monteiro. Master thesis on cinematographic adaptation (Manoel 
de Oliveira). Taught Screenwriting (University of  Lisbon) and History of  Film (Modern University). Belongs to the editorial 
board of  the electronic magazine False Movement - studies on writing and image. She has organized workshops and 
seminaries on the relation of  image and writing, and has several publications on the theme. Award-wining screenwriter, 
works in cinema since 2000. Worked, among others, with the film directors: Teresa Villaverde, António da Cunha Telles, Inês 
Oliveira, Margarida Gil, Vicent Gallo, Catherine Breillat.
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Mapping historical memory : Jonathan Perel’s system of representation in Toponimia (2015)

Cinema can reproduce, reconstruct, duplicate, create or imagine all kind of  real and imaginary architectures, spaces, places 
and landscapes, but how can it accurately and faithfully represent them? Can filmmakers use the moving image as architects 
use plans, sections and elevations? Argentinean documentary maker Jonathan Perel has certainly tried to do so in his film 
Toponimia (2015), in which he has developed a rigorous system of  representation to depict four small towns in Tucuman 
Province, all built according to the same guidelines during the most recent military dictatorship in Argentina (1976-1983). 
These towns were founded within the framework of  the Operation Independence, a project whose main aim was to eliminate 
the guerrilla groups  mainly the ERP, the People’s Revolutionary Army  that operated in the area. Their spaces are consequently 
oppressive, inasmuch as their architectural iconography and inner distribution somehow echo the dictatorship’s political 
project, beginning with the official names of  the towns: Teniente Berdina, Soldado Maldonado, Capitán Cáceres and Sargento 
Moya, four soldiers killed during the Operation Independence. The towns are thus places of  memory and conflict, because 
their memorial heritage is tied with stories of  explicit surveillance and implicit repression. Nevertheless, the film’s detached 
approach avoids any temptation to narrativize these stories to rather expose the audience to the gloominess of  the places 
today, assuming that stories are contained within places themselves. 
Perel’s system of  representation have been inspired by the temporal patterns of  structural film: Toponimia is basically 
composed of  fifty-eight fifteen-seconds-long fixed shots in which the audience can see selected spots in these four towns: 
always the same kind of  spots through the same kind of  shots, which have been edited exactly in the same order. Most 
times, these shots seem to have been recorded from the same camera positions, although they were actually recorded from 
analogous positions in different towns. Such system of  representation emphasises the insane similarity of  the towns, which 
were all built according to the same construction plan. Perel thus relates originally identical spaces through their slight and 
meaningful differences, paying particular attention to the erosion of  time and nature. Accordingly, the system serves to a 
triple purpose: to depict the towns as they were initially conceived by dictatorship, to depict them as they were in July 2014 
and to let them tell their own stories. The subsequent close analysis of  Jonathan Perel’s system of  representation in Toponimia 
will allow us, on the one hand, to expose the ability of  cinema to accurately and faithfully depict architectural spaces; and on 
the other hand, to discuss the process through which spaces are gradually loaded with historical  and sometimes contradictory  
meanings.

Biographical note
Iván Villarmea Álvarez (A Coruña, 1981) is a film critic, researcher, professor and programmer. He currently works as visiting 
professor in the Master of  Professional Communication at Universidad Estatal de Milagro (Ecuador). He holds a Ph. D. in 
History of  Art from the Universidad de Zaragoza (Spain), as well as a degree in Journalism and another in History, both 
from the Universidade de Santiago de Compostela (Spain). His research career is mainly focused on the representation of  
the city in film, a subject on which he has published numerous works, beginning with the book Documenting Cityscapes. Urban 
Change in Non-Fiction Film (Wallflower Press, 2015). Moreover, since 2013, he co-directs the online film magazine A Cuarta 
Parede, for which he has co-edited the volume Jugar con la Memoria. El Cine Portugués en el Siglo XXI (Shangrila, 2014). Finally, as 
a film programmer, he was one of  the founders members the Cineclube de Compostela, which began its activities in 2001; 
and has recently coordinated the section ‘Resonancias’ in the 2015 and 2016 editions of  Play-Doc Festival Internacional de 
Documentais, which is held every spring in Tui (Galicia, Spain).
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No place for us: dynamics of public and private space in Andrew Haigh’s Weekend 

The aim of  this paper is to show and analyse how social space, and the two main spheres in which it is divided, the public 
and the private – often set in harsh contrast – can interact, influence, shape and problematize individual gender identities and 
relationships. 
The topic is not new to both gender and film studies; the focus of  the paper will be, therefore, on a single case study, 
the 2011 cult movie Weekend by English director Andrew Haigh. The tale of  a 48-hour doomed love story between two 
young men (Russell and Glenn) in an unprecise Northern England town, reinforced by its vibrant realism, the subtle but 
sensitive examination of  the protagonists’ interiority and intimacy and a strong empathy towards them, configures a clear 
division between public and private space; a dramatic contrast that is reflected in the different and problematic ways the two 
protagonists, particularly Russell, live and express their divided gay identity. 
The public space, in the movie, is connoted by the two dimensions of  control (CCTV, surveillance systems) and threaten 
(in particular the constant acousmatic presence of  homophobic insults), while the private, where the identity is no longer 
subjected to the social impositions of  the public, is nonetheless oppressed by the pressure of  the external context and, 
moreover, it is the place where problems and tensions come to surface and explode. 
This dichotomy is explicitly declared time and again throughout the movie by the two protagonists. The gap between this two 
apparently irreconcilable dimensions could be overpassed by the creation of  an “intimate space” (represented in the movie by 
Russell’s best friend’s house), an option that, however, the story eventually dismisses as impossible for the couple.
Moreover, the fracture between these two basic social dimensions, which causes an equivalent inner fracture and a profound 
emotional instability in the characters, is expressed by the director with a recurring figure that deeply connotes the movie. I 
would define it as “vertical/tottering gaze”, as it underlines, through shots and montage, the distance between private and 
public spheres, and the consequent void, suspension and blockage this distance generates inside the protagonists and in their 
relationship.
To conclude, Weekend builds up a problematic and multi-layered representation of  the dynamics of  social space, its 
declinations, public and private, and their effects on gender identities and gay relationships, like many other queer films in 
the last ten years did. The movie shows, therefore, that a coexistence with the public ambience, with its social pressures, 
expectations and threatens, as well as a complete conciliation between private and public identity, still in the 21st Century, 
remains a highly problematic issue for gay characters in movies, as it could be for gay audience in real life.

Biographical note
Paolo Villa (Lecco, Italy, 1989) graduated in 2014 in Art History at Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore of  Milan, with 
a research project in Film History and Theory about two German documentary films of  the early Thirties. He is now 
“subject specialist” (cultore della materia) in “Formats and genre of  film and audiovisual” in the same university, assistant 
and collaborator to Professor Elena Mosconi and a PhD candidate in Film Studies. He works as cultural mediator at La 
Triennale in Milan, regularly helds courses of  film history and analysis to high school students and is a curator of  the 
weekly film retrospective “LunEssai” at Manzoni theatre in Merate. His research fields are representation of  space in film, 
the relationship between cinema and other arts, especially painting and architecture, image theories and issues of  queer 
representation in contemporary films. 
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Imaginations of rural and urban spaces in Eastern European queer cinema: homophobia, masculinity, crisis 

The political transformations in Eastern Europe, generally conceptualised in the framework of  emerging democratic political 
institutions and a neoliberal economic system, coincided with the advent of  post-industrial cities. With the gradual decline 
of  former centres of  heavy industry, male unemployment saw a dramatic increase and resulted in a crisis of  the masculine 
order both at the workplace and the home. While the lucky few enjoyed a sudden rise in living standards, the majority of  
populations faced a process of  slow impoverishment. Rural population, stricken most powerfully by unemployment, moved 
in increasing numbers to cities, which resulted in new migrational processes and intensified urbanisation (Andrusz et.al 1996, 
Brown et.al. 2005). The close interconnectedness between economic geography and human geography was reflected mostly 
by sociologists (Szelényi 1992, Stanilov 2007); yet, the impact of  these processes on cultural imaginations – such as the 
opposition between urban and rural spaces – remained fairly unnoticed.
In my proposed presentation I analyse the crisis of  masculinity from an aspect that was neglected up until now, namely with 
the help of  homosexual themed films. In Hungarian and Eastern European queer cinema there is a difference between 
the representations of  urban and rural heteronormative communities and how homosexual characters experience being 
marginalized. While cities are depicted as inclusive spaces, rural environments are represented as exclusive spaces: hotbeds 
of  homophobic imaginations and attitudes. Feature films from Eastern Europe, such as The Land of  Storms (Ádám Császi, 
2014), In the Name of  (Malgorzata Szumowska, 2013), Beyond the Hills (Cristian Mungiu, 2012), The Country Teacher (Bohdan 
Sláma 2008), Go West! (Ahmed Imamovic, 2005), provide useful examples for the analysis of  this dichotomy and often depict 
rural communities as uneducated, disillusioned and bitter people, who have no other prospect than their stubborn insistence 
on the repressive legacy of  a paternalistic past. Furthermore, these films use the very binaries – such as underdeveloped/
enlightened, patriarchal-conservative/liberal, aggressive/peaceful, rejecting/inviting – neo-colonialist discourse relies on 
to conceptualize Eastern Europe. I regard the inscription of  homophobia onto rural spaces and populations a simplifying 
and just as damaging strategy as romanticising the tragic demise of  homosexual characters. In short, my paper explores 
representations of  rural spaces in queer cinema and, at the same time, investigates the analogies between the cultural 
construction of  homophobic and Eastern European spaces. This will allow me to conclude that the motivational structures 
behind the demonization of  homosexuality are better understood if  we conceive of  homophobia as an identity strategy 
exercised to counterbalance the crisis of  traditional masculinity.
The theoretical framework of  my presentation is twofold. On the one hand I wish to apply theories of  space, using Michel 
Foucault’s, Henri Lefebvre, and Michel de Certeau’s notions of  the social construction of  space. On the other hand, I will 
rely on the emergent academic field of  queer postcolonial studies (for example John C. Hawley’s edited volume, Postcolonial, 
Queer: Theoretical Intersections) while theorizing Eastern Europe spaces from a post-colonial (post-socialist) perspective. Queer 
postcolonial studies draw parallels between the power relations, discursive knowledges and social dynamics that marginalize 
cultural and sexual others, therefore they serve extremely useful tools for the study of  spatial representations in Eastern 
European queer cinema.

Biographical note
Fanni Feldmann, Ph. D. student of  the Doctoral School of  Literature at the University of  Debrecen, does research on 
the representation of  sexual and gender identities in literature and film, primarily in Eastern European cinema. Her most 
significant publications appeared in Szkholion (2015) and in Tér, hatalom és identitás viszonyai a magyar filmben (2015). She edited a 
volume of  young researchers’ essays in the Hatvani István Extramural College entitled (En)Gendered Lives (2016), in which she 
published her paper, “‘Same Person . . . Just a Different Sex’: Cinematic Subversion in Sally Potter’s Orlando.” She presented 
papers at several conferences, including Gendered Identities in Contemporary Literary and Visual Cultures organised by Eötvös 
Loránd University, Budapest and the Gender, Translocality and the City conference organised by the Gender, Translocality and 
the City Research Group at Institute of  English and American Studies, Debrecen. She is a member of  the European Network 
for Cinema and Media Studies (NECS).
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A Fire in My Belly: life in the city according to David Wojnarowic

David Wojnarowicz was a multi-language artist who expressed the stimmung of  a time and a place – New York City in the 
1980s – like few could. One of  the main topics in his pieces, whether in photography, film, writing, collage, or punk music, 
was the struggle of  loving and hating to live in an urban landscape while feeling seduced and rejected by the countryside. He 
expresses it in his diaries as the inclement sun burnt his whole body and his mind wanted to get back in the city, at a camp 
in 1971: “I will be so happy when … I am ready to board the plane.” One of  the films he created, the short feature A Fire 
in my Belly (1986), assembles a collection of  shots from different places in Mexico, both urban and non-urban, to suggest 
the strangeness of  human life in a big city and the connections that may be found there with distant realms: those of  non-
human animals, and those of  the mysterious past. Life in the city is a confusing mesh of  races, behaviours, creeds, habits, and 
paradoxes – but somehow it reflects an order that belongs to the animal nature in its most primitive form.
By analysing this short film and relating the images in it to stills from the paintings and photographs that made most of  the 
art Wojnarowicz left the world, I intend to shed some light on an artist whose general discomfort of  living in the mayhem 
of  the present (post-mass destruction, in the middle of  the storm created among the gay community by the appearance 
of  AIDS) is the channel through which that particular present is best understood. An image that lends cohesion to the 
accumulation of  shots during the film is that of  an eyeball suspended on air, rotating like the Earth – and, in the end, 
becoming the Earth; the “eye” of  the director, or the beholder of  those images, represents the earthly globe, a world where 
director and viewer feel at once the comfort of  home and the unfamiliarity of  an unknown place.

Biographical note
Ana Isabel Soares has a PhD in Literary Theory from the Faculty of  Arts, University of  Lisbon, where she completed a post-
doctorate about poetry and Portuguese cinema. She is Assistant Professor at the Faculty of  Humanities and Social Sciences, 
University of  Algarve, where she teaches in the areas of  English Literature and Film Studies. A full member of  CIAC – 
Research Centre for Arts and Communication, she was a founding member and the first President of  AIM – Portuguese 
Moving Image Researchers Association (2010-2014). She translated, with Merja de Mattos-Parreira, and published in Portugal 
the Finnish epic Kalevala. She has also translated, and published in Brazil, four books of  Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht. Among her 
publications, there are studies on documentary film in Portugal, the films of  Manoel de Oliveira, and of  António Reis and 
Margarida Cordeiro.
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Molduras e desdobramentos enunciativos em Le mystère Picasso 

No filme Le mystère Picasso (1956), Henri-Georges Clouzot registra o processo criativo de Picasso. Em um dos espaços 
enunciativos, Picasso é apresentado em trajes caseiros e a voz off de Clouzot informa que para saber o que vai na mente do 
pintor, basta observar sua mão. Na sequência, a mão de Picasso inicia o desenho com a câmera localizada atrás do ombro 
do pintor. Há um corte e o olhar atento de Picasso sobre o desenho é flagrado. Após este introito, ocorre a interpolação 
de alguns créditos do filme, seguida de um enunciado marcado por mudança em seus procedimentos: desaparecem de 
cena o olhar concentrado e tenso de Picasso, bem como a mão do artista que distribui linhas e manchas sobre a tela. Essa 
enunciação, enunciada e pressuposta nas marcas do sujeito Picasso e na voz off de Clouzot, é gradativamente retirada de 
cena ao dar lugar à tela, focalizada em primeiro plano, coincidindo com a moldura do cinema. Isso promove a ilusão de 
apagamento das marcas de enunciação. A câmera, situada no contracampo da tela, registra a pintura à maneira de um 
espelho. Clouzot, ao empregar esse procedimento, promove desdobramentos da enunciação enriquecedores das artes fílmica 
e pictórica. A câmera registra a auto-enunciação da pintura. Este isolamento do objeto estético em processo de concepção 
permite que o espectador assuma papel ativo em todo o processo de interpretação e de reconhecimento da importância 
formal da obra e de sua relação com a moldura da pintura e do cinema. Ao eliminar a mão de Picasso e o contexto de criação 
filmado em branco e preto, Clouzot limita o olhar do espectador para focar sua percepção na beleza do processo, pois a “una 
restricción del campo visual, (...) deviene un poderoso estímulo para aprehender, por una ficción imaginativa, un posible 
infinito.” (Ballart, 2005, p.25). Além disso, Clouzot consegue, por meio da edição da filmagem do processo de criação de 
Picasso, controlar a duração do ato de pintar e torná-lo fílmico, pois em Le mystére Picasso “nada acontece senão a duração da 
pintura” (Bazin, 1991, p.182). À magia desta enunciação, Clouzot contrapõe as dificuldades cinematográficas de captação do 
processo de pintar quando, aos trinta minutos de filme e nos momentos finais, presenciamos Picasso e Clouzot anunciarem 
riscos, fracassos e o drama da criação pictórica e fílmica. Compreender os procedimentos de construção enunciativa e as 
funções das molduras nos espaços enunciativos do filme Le mystère Picasso são objetivos deste trabalho. A fundamentação 
teórica reúne estudos de Ortega y Gasset, Ballart, Bazin, Fayga Ostrower, Ismail Xavier e Greimas e Courtés sobre moldura, 
cinema, pintura e semiótica.

Nota biográfica
Docente do Departamento de Literatura e do Programa de Pós-graduação em Estudos Literários da Faculdade de Ciências 
e Letras da Universidade Estadual Paulista Júlio de Mesquita Filho, Unesp, Campus de Araraquara, São Paulo, Brasil. É 
coordenadora do Projeto de Extensão Universitária Cine Campus, leciona disciplinas do campo da Teoria da Literatura 
no curso de graduação em Letras e orienta trabalhos de pesquisa na área das relações intersemióticas e da metalinguagem 
artística. 
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Flying down… home: a técnica da transparência cinematográfica vista através do conceito de transferência de 

Peter Sloterdijk 

Proponho uma análise do filme Flying down to Rio (Thornton Freeland, 1933) tendo por objeto a técnica da transparência [back 
projection] utilizada para sobrepor dois espaços que caracterizarei provisoriamente como o espaço-familiar (primeiro plano) e 
o espaço-estrangeiro (segundo plano). A técnica da transparência, que consiste geralmente em filmar em primeiro plano os 
personagens, e em segundo plano um ecrã com uma paisagem e figurantes, fazendo passar a imagem do ecrã pelo cenário 
efetivo da ação, foi comumente utilizada nos anos 1920-1930 em diversas produções, afim sobretudo de poupar custos de 
viagem das equipes de filmagem. Narrativas que, como no caso deste filme, passam-se em países estrangeiros e exigem 
paisagens exóticas podiam graças a essa técnica ser filmadas nos estúdios hollywoodianos.
Minha comunicação se concentrará sobre uma cena específica do filme de Freeland, onde o espaço do primeiro plano 
(aquele ocupado pelos personagens e onde se desenrola a narrativa) é dominado pelo espetáculo de sincronia gestual (que 
será analisado a partir de um ponto de vista histórico e antropológico, em oposição à tese do “ornamento da massa” de 
Kracauer) familiar à cultura ocidental, enquanto no segundo plano, por transparência, correm imagens aéreas da cidade do Rio 
de Janeiro, onde o espetáculo é suposto acontecer. A tese a ser apresentada consiste no seguinte: a agregação, por meio da 
transparência, de uma figura característica do espaço-familiar norte-americano a um espaço-estrangeiro acontece aqui como 
um exercício de transferência, tal qual o define o filósofo Peter Sloterdijk, isto é, como uma transposição de um elemento visual 
carregado de significações e de afetos familiares para um espaço-estrangeiro (do ponto de vista ontológico), ainda desprovido 
de elementos de reconhecimento, afim de revestir este espaço com intuição e dissipar a angústia de seu “estrangeirismo”; o 
exercício de transferência seria então entendido aqui como um movimento de expansão psico-espacial (nada tendo a ver com o 
conceito de transferência em psicanálise).
Um exame final do contexto econômico do filme de Freeland o revelará como uma encomenda da empresa Pan-American 
Airlines para funcionar como meio de publicidade à recém-criada primeira linha aérea Miami-Rio de Janeiro. O exercício 
estético promovido pela transparência e agregação de espaços familiar e estrangeiro, no qual o estrangeiro é revestido com 
a figura característica do espaço-familiar, serviria assim para assegurar o modo de vida baseado nos mesmos valores norte-
americanos e dissipar o medo dos turistas (principal alvo econômico da nova linha aérea) quanto à destinação deste país então 
“selvagem”, pluriétnico e desconhecido que era o Brasil.

Biographical note
Guilherme da S. Machado é doutorando em Cinema, em co-tutela entre as universidades Sorbonne Nouvelle Paris 3 e Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe, de Frankfurt am Main. Também estudou na Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, no Brasil. É membro 
coordenador do grupo de jovens pesquisadores MediaRes – Association internationale et pluridisciplinaire de recherche sur les médias, 
em torno dos estudos dos média (site web em construção). Seus centros de interesse são a arqueologia dos média, a filosofia 
da técnica e a cultura visual no que concerne a figura do trabalhador. Sua atual pesquisa é em torno das imagens produzidas 
ou encomendadas por empresas e indústrias nos anos 1920 a 1939, e visa a elaboração de uma “arqueologia visual” baseada 
no modelo do projeto arqueológico de Michel Foucault.
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Vai-e-Vem: cenário e paisagem no cinema português

Do ponto de vista da narrativa fílmica, a questão da edificação da paisagem a partir do cenário pode ser pensada em termos 
da autonomia do espaço filmado relativamente à ação. Martin Lefebvre distingue duas formas de atividade por parte do 
espectador na experiência do visionamento: o modo narrativo e o modo “espetacular”, o primeiro fixa-se na atenção dada 
à ação do filme, o segundo na contemplação e reação à “visualidade” do filme enquanto espetáculo. Assim, este modo 
“espetacular” alterna com o modo narrativo no decurso do visionamento e, quando o foco deixa de estar na ação que 
dinamiza a narrativa, surge então a contemplação. Afirma Lefebre: “a contemplação do espetáculo fílmico depende de 
um olhar ‘autonomizador’. É este olhar que possibilita a ideia de paisagem fílmica no cinema de ficção narrativo (e no 
documentário centrado em eventos)”. 
A mise-en-scène no cinema narrativo português testa a arrumação teórica de Lefebvre no sentido em que ela, a mise-
en-scène, tende a dilatar o tempo, integrar o silêncio, excluir a ação física. A câmara tende a estar parada, as personagens 
geralmente são caladas e as cenas, lentas.
Nesta comunicação, apresentarei cinco hipóteses de relação entre personagem e paisagem/cenário no panorama do cinema 
português dos últimos 50 anos: 1 – a personagem “des-cobre” o espaço, deixando-o a descoberto; 2 – a personagem 
transforma o espaço, recriando-o; 3 – a personagem funde-se com o espaço; 4 – o espaço “des-cobre” a personagem, 
revelando-a; e 5 – o espaço aprisiona a personagem. Serão referidos Acto da Primavera (1963), Vale Abraão (1993) de Manoel 
Oliveira; Verdes Anos (1963) e O Rio do Ouro (1998) de Paulo Rocha; Belarmino (1964) de Fernando Lopes; Veredas (1978) e À 
Flor do Mar (1986) de João César Monteiro; Trás-os-Montes (1976) de António Reis e Margarida Cordeiro; Fantasma (2000) de 
João Pedro Rodrigues e Ruínas (2009) de Manuel Mozos. Desta forma, será possível compreender de que forma a paisagem 
torna estético o social e o histórico num certo cinema português da paisagem.

Nota biográfica
Filipa Rosário é investigadora de Pós-Doutoramento do Centro de Estudos Comparatistas da Universidade de Lisboa, onde 
desenvolve o projecto “Paisagens no Cinema Português dos últimos 50 anos”. Coordena no mesmo Centro o projecto O 
Cinema e o Mundo - Estudos sobre Espaço e Cinema e lecciona Cinema Português na Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de 
Lisboa. É co-coordenadora do Grupo de Trabalho Paisagem e Cinema da AIM - Associação de Investigadores da Imagem 
em Movimento. É Doutora em Estudos Artísticos – Estudos do Cinema e Audiovisual, pela mesma universidade, com a 
tese “IN A LONELY PLACE - Para uma Leitura do Espaço do Road Movie a partir da Representação da Cidade Norte-
americana”.
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Cinema and the city in European Portugal 

‘Portugal is not a small country’, claimed the propaganda of  the New State – the authoritarian regime which ruled the nation 
between 1933 and 1974. Support for this statement arose from the amalgamation of  the nation’s actual geographical territory 
with that of  Portugal’s colonies in Asia and Africa. Once the dictatorship, and with it Portugal’s control over its ‘overseas 
provinces’, came to an end, a big gap was left in Portugal’s self-image. After 1974, Europe emerged as an obvious substitute, 
as Portugal found not only a chance for reform, but also a new external territory to incorporate in and in which to project its 
national image. The cultural transformation operated by the shift from colonialism to European integration is vividly depicted 
in the Portuguese cinema of  the last three decades. This paper examines Lisbon Story (Wim Wenders, 1994) and Porto da minha 
infância/Porto of  my childhood (Manoel de Oliveira, 2001) – films produced to celebrate Portuguese cities chosen as European 
capitals of  culture. It explores the changing relationship between Portugal and Europe in two films that privilege urban space 
as the key sphere for the creation of  cultural meaning. My focus is on what European vision of  Portugal these films project. 
My analysis is specifically concerned with the extent to which Lisbon and Porto emerge in these films as European cities and 
European spaces, which has implications not only for the association between Europe and urban space, but also for the study 
of  cinema and the city. As films that illustrate the tension between nationally imagined and internationally projected cinematic 
landscapes, these become privileged case studies for the examination of  the cinematography of  a de facto ‘small nation’ in 
the developing context of  ‘world cinemas’.

Biographical note
Mariana Liz has a PhD in Film Studies from King’s College London. She has taught at King’s and Queen Mary, University of  
London (2009-2013), as well as at the University of  Leeds (2013-2016). She is the co-editor of  The Europeanness of  European 
Cinema (IB Tauris, 2015) and the author of  Euro-Visions (Bloomsbury, 2016). She is currently editing a book on contemporary 
Portuguese cinema, and developing a project on the interconnections between the European Capital of  Culture initiative and 
film.
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Buenos Aires and Athens in the New Argentine Cinema and the New Greek Wave 

This paper will explore the portrayal of  Buenos Aires and Athens, the crisis-stricken capitals of  Argentina and Greece, in the 
New Argentine Cinema (NAC) and the New Greek Wave (NGW). The sovereign debt crisis in Argentina during 1998-2002 has 
been compared to the one the Greek population has been witnessing since 2009. Buenos Aires and Athens have been key 
sites of  crisis because they are the financial, political and cultural centres of  the two countries. Therefore, the representation 
of  these two cities in Argentine and Greek film production can reveal interesting parallels. 
More specifically, the NAC emerged shortly before the Argentine default in 2001 with films such as Mundo grúa/Crane World 
(Pablo Trapero, 1999) and La ciénaga/The swamp (Lucrecia Martel, 2001). The NGW appeared in 2009, when the sovereign-
debt crisis started in Greece and Dogtooth (Yorgos Lanthimos, 2009) attracted prestigious festival awards and a nomination for 
Best Foreign Language Film at the Oscars. It was followed by other critically acclaimed and festival-oriented films, such as 
Athina Rachel Tsangari’s Attenberg (2010) and Syllas Tzoumerkas’s A Blast (2014).
Several films of  the NAC and the NGW deal with topics with relevance to social problems, such as unemployment in Mundo 
grúa or financial difficulties in A Blast. In many of  these films the camera reveals different parts of  the city, its suburbs and 
its symbols, such as the Obelisk in Buenos Aires or the Greek parliament, which are recognisable internationally due to the 
coverage of  the crises by the media. Finally, very different “Bonaerenses” and Athenians appear in these films, but most often 
their protagonists belong to the lower-middle class, such as in Mundo grúa, live on the margins of  society or are first/second 
generation immigrants, such as in Bolivia (Adrián Caetano, 2001) and Xenia (Panos Koutras, 2014).
Thus, the first aim of  this paper is (i) to briefly compare the socioeconomic conditions which led to the Argentine and 
the Greek crises and from which the NAC and the NGW emerged. This paper will also (ii) draw parallels between the 
representation of  Buenos Aires and Athens in the NAC and the NGW films, compare the way the narrative is linked to the 
city and explore their relationship to the recession. 
Lastly, it will (iii) analyse two films in which the city is the protagonist. In Pizza, Bira, Faso/ Pizza, Beer, and Cigarettes (Adrián 
Caetano, Bruno Stagnaro, 1998), a group of  marginal youngsters wanders through Buenos Aires trying to survive not 
always in legal ways. In Wasted Youth (Argyris Papadimitropoulos, Jan Vogel, 2011), a young skateboarder and a middle-aged 
policeman move through different neighbourhoods of  Athens during a hot summer day until their paths cross.

Biographical note
Konstantinos Tzouflas is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the University of  Zurich and he conducts a postdoctoral project 
titled: “Cinema (not) in Crisis, the New Argentine Cinema and the New Greek Wave” with the support of  the Foundation Sophie 
Afenduli. He finished his PhD Thesis on Mosaic Films (“Mosaic Films: Multi-protagonist Films at the Era of  Globalization”) 
at the University Paris Diderot – Paris 7 in November 2013. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Communication (Panteion 
University of  Athens) and a Master’s Degree in Film Studies (Université Paris 1 – Panthéon-Sorbonne). His research interests 
are crisis and cinema, contemporary Greek film production, New Argentine Cinema, World Cinema and complex narrative 
films.
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In search of a new continent: the European space in the films of Michael Haneke 

In the context of  the rapidly changing topography taking place in an increasingly globalized European cinematic space, 
Michael Haneke’s films question the (im)possibility of  still talking about national cinemas in Europe today. Taking as its point 
of  departure the theoretical discussions surrounding the concepts of  the national and the transnational in European film, this 
paper proposes the figure of  the European auteur to describe Haneke’s directorial ethos in an attempt to spatially organize his 
work within such theoretical frameworks. Considering Haneke’s cinematic excavations of  the European cultural memory, his 
use of  the European cinematic (and literary) traditions and his preoccupations with the current socio-political issues in (but 
not limited to) Europe, we will question the cinematic spaces that Haneke’s film inhabit. In a continent “plagued” with such 
different and deeply rooted cultural traditions, histories, ethnicities and languages, can we ever talk about the Europe without 
thinking of  the concept of  nation? Is the specificity of  the national not inherently part of  what we mean when we say 
European? In other words, is it possible to talk about contemporary European society and its cinematic production without 
going beyond the concept of  the national? This paper argues that it is precisely this self-contradicting European space, one 
made up of  superimpositions of  its many past and present cinematic traditions that we encounter in the films of  Michael 
Haneke. Our analysis will draw upon theoretical discussions of  national/transnational cinema, auteurism, as well as of  theories 
of  trauma as they relate to Haneke’s critique of  European history. Examples will be chosen from various films pertaining to 
both Haneke’s French and German phases up until his 2009 film The White Ribbon.

Biographical note
Joana Moura (MA, SUNY Stony Brook, 2011) holds a Masters Degree in Comparative Literature from the State University 
of  New York at Stony Brook and is currently a PhD candidate at the same program. At the moment, she holds a doctoral 
grant from the Portuguese Research Council (FCT) to complete her PhD thesis entitled “Mistranslation and the Mis-uses of  
Literary Tradition: The Example of  Peter Handke”. She is a member of  the Centre for Comparative Studies at the University 
of  Lisbon as part of  the projects “Comparative World Literature” and “Moving Bodies: Itineraries and Narratives in 
Translation”. Her research interests include translation and literary theories, and 20th-century German and Austrian culture, 
with a particular focus on literature and film from the postwar period.
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Urban space, time and corporeality in the Skladanowsky Brothers’ 1896 films of Berlin

The filming of  urban space - along with the filming of  performance actions - emerged  as a pre-eminent preoccupation 
of  cinema in its first years. This paper will examine the seminal work of  the Skladanowsky Brothers (Max and Emil 
Skladanowsky) in Berlin and Stettin in 1896-97 with their particular approach to the interrogation and rendering of  city space, 
together with the temporal dynamics of  filmic projection and with their audience’s perception and identification of  urban 
landmarks.
The Skladanowsky Brothers instigated their filmic work in Berlin from 1893 with the availability for the first time of  film 
celluloid, drawing on their background in magic-lantern projections and their experience of  hearing the moving-image 
pioneer Eadweard Muybridge lecture on his work (using glass-disc projections) in Berlin in 1891. In November 1895, the 
Skladanowsky Brothers used a projector they had designed themselves, the Bioskop, to present the first-ever European film 
projections for public, paying audiences in the entertainment hall of  the Central Hotel in Berlin, for a metropolitan and 
international audience avid for innovative experimentation in media forms.
The Skladanowsky Brothers’ first projections were of  films they had made themselves, each of  several seconds in duration 
but presented as loops, of  circus performers. By the summer of  the following year,  1896, they had shifted their focus to 
films of  urban space, and made the first films of  Berlin, ranging from central plazas such as the Alexanderplatz to more 
peripheral areas of  the city. The paper will investigate how the fixed-camera depiction of  urban space was envisaged in 
the Skladanowskys’ films, with pivotal transits and events positioned in the film frame to create multiple focal points of  
movement and gesture. As with the films of  Louis le Prince (such as his film of  Leeds Bridge), the Skladanowskys accentuate 
multiple traversals of  urban space - corporeal movements and those of  public transport - to a generate a dense ocular field 
that combines with the abbreviated duration of  the film’s time.
 The Skladanowsky Brothers’ final film (before their abrupt abandonment of  film-making and film-projection) was shot and 
projected in the port city of  Stettin in March 1897. In this instance, they filmed the readily identifiable urban landscape of  the 
port and adjacent buildings in a film of  several seconds, then developed the film during the course of  the day and projected it 
to their audience, at Stettin’s Zentrallhallen venue, on the same evening. The near-simultaneity of  the rendering and projecting 
of  urban landscape and its spaces in film vitally depended upon the immediate recognition by their audience of  the cityscape 
- with its concentration of  bodies of  citizens and sailors - as an amalgam of  the filmic, the spatially intimate and (to the 
maximal degree) the temporally instananeous.
The paper will conclude with a discussion of  how urban spaces - such as the Alexanderplatz in Berlin, first filmed by the 
Skladanowsky Brothers in 1896 - are inhabited by intricate strata and accumulations of  film, often shot with irreconcilable 
strategies and aims, amassed in non-linear profusion from the first filmic urban images to contemporary digital captures of  
cities. Such proliferations of  urban space ‘variants’ of  the same site serve to intensify the perception of  the human figures 
seized, always with some degree of  intention, against or within such spaces.

Biographical note
Stephen Barber is Professor of  Film Arts in the Faculty of  Art, Design and Architecture at Kingston University, London, 
UK. He is the author of  many books on film and urban cultures, such as Projected Cities: Cinema and Urban Space (Reaktion 
Books, UK, 2002; Gustavo Gili, Spain, 2005), The Vanishing Map (Bloomsbury, UK, 2006) and Muybridge: The Eye in Motion 
(Chicago University Press, USA, 2012);  his forthcoming book Berlin Bodies (Reaktion Books, UK, 2017) is concerned with 
film and corporeality in the cityscapes of  Berlin.
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The amateur city: cinematic urban maps through home movies 

Focus of  the paper is the representation of  the urban landscape in home movies and amateur cinema, a topic which recalls, in 
an innovative context, Kevin Lynch’s traditional outline: the image of  the city is determined by its inhabitants’ perception of  
the urban space, interpreted and read through a set of  identifiable physical elements (paths, edges, districts, nodes, landmarks).
From the dwellers’ descriptions of  the places of  daily life, collected as oral sources, mental maps – often distant from the 
urban cartography – derive, able to produce geographical representations. Considering the cinematic impulse in mapping the 
space (Teresa Castro), the definition of  the amateur filmmaker as “a member of  the urban crowd, a participant observer/
witness who creates an embodied viewpoint of  city life” (Julia Hallam), and the wide amount of  private images produced into 
the urban space as archaeological deposits (largely present in the archive city defined by Les Roberts), the idea of  an “amateur 
city” takes shape: the city’s image which results from the sum, juxtaposition, stratification (from around 1922 to the mid 
1980s), comparison and “dynamic assemble” of  the gazes of  the inhabitants who, during the last century, filmed the urban 
context, with the aim of  documenting places or just using it as location of  their private and collective memory. 
The city is one of  the main sets of  social self-representation, and as such is often the background of  the home movies. 
People in the foreground films itself, building a cinematic memory of  its daily experience and civil and religious rites, 
including portraits of  the places commonly inhabited, discovered or visited, as well as reports on public happenings.  In a 
wider perspective, the 20th century’s amateur filmmaking means also documentary, experimental and fiction film production 
on the city and on specific aspects, places, mobility and ways of  life concerning the urban setting.
Through case studies and solid examples taken from the Italian Amateur Film Archive, analyzed during research lines partially 
aimed at the implementation of  digital devices based on the archive material geo-referenced and mapped on a cartographic 
base, it will be clear that profiles like the flâneur filmmaker or the family man with the 8mm camera could represent the tiles of  
a historical and sentimental map in which new visual forms (for found footage films, installations, apps and digital platforms) 
can converge and interact. The paper will then try to define the image and role of  the city in all these representations, in order 
to enucleate the ways in which the urban context is perceived, interpreted and transmitted. 

Selected Bibliography:  
Teresa Castro, Cinema’s Mapping Impulse: Questioning Visual Culture, in “The Cartographic Journal”, special issue 46, 1 (2009), pp. 9-15. 
Julia Hallam, Civic Visions: Mapping the ‘City’ Film 1900-1960, in “Culture, Theory and Critique”, 2012, 53(1), pp. 37-58.
Peter Keiller, The View from the Train. Cities and Other Landscapes, London - New York, Verso, 2014.
Kevin Lynch, The Image of  the City, Cambridge, Mass, MIT press, 1960.
Floris Paalman, Cinematic Rotterdam. The Times and Tides of  a Modern City, Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press, 2011.
Les Roberts, Film, Mobility and Urban Space: A Cinematic Geography of  Liverpool, Liverpool University Press, 2012.
Nezar Al Sayyad, Cinematic urbanism: a history of  the modern from reel to real, London, Routledge, 2006.

Biographical note
Paolo Simoni, Ph.D. in Cultural Heritage at the Politecnico of  Turin, is founding member and director of  the Italian Amateur 
Film Archive (Home Movies - Archivio Nazionale del Film di Famiglia, Bologna).
His interests are both in academic research and artistic production. As research fellow at the University of  Modena e Reggio 
Emilia, he is engaged in projects on recovery and reworking of  archival film materials and is the author of  several articles 
and essays on amateur cinema, focusing primarily on the relation between audiovisual sources, personal stories and history 
and on the reuse and recontextualization of  archival images. As author, curator and producer, he realized a large number of  
audiovisual archive based projects among which Miss Cinema - Archivio Mossina, Formato Ridotto, Expanded Archive, Cinematic 
Bologna, Play the City Reggio Emilia (http://playthecity.homemovies.it/).). Selected bibliography (as author/editor): Death at 
Work. And on Vacation Family films between rediscovery and oblivion (in “Cinegrafie”, No 16, 2003); Archeologia della memoria privata. 
Il cinema di Péter Forgács (in “Quaderno di Filmmaker”, Milano 2003), Shoah, al di là del visibile. L’immagine audiovisiva come 
testimonianza storica (edited with Alessandro Mazzanti, Pesaro 2007), Expanded Archive (in The Archive, edited by Alessandro 
Bordina, Sonia Campanini and Andrea Mariani, Udine 2011); Everyday Life of  Fascist Italy Through the Lens of  an 8mm Camera. 
The Nicolò La Colla Film Collection, 1932-1943 (in At the Borders of  (Film) History. Archaeology, Temporality, Theories, edited by 
Alberto Beltrame, Giuseppe Fidotta and Andrea Mariani, Udine 2015); Eyewitnesses of  History: Italian Amateur Cinema as Cultural 
Heritage and Source for Audiovisual and Media Production (in “View”, Vol 4, No 8, 2015: Archive-Based Productions); Der öffentliche 
Raum des Archivs. Strategien und Praktiken der Aufwertung, in Abenteuer Alltag. Zur Archäologie des Amateurfilms, edited by Siegfried 
Mattl, Carina Lesky, Vrääth Öhner, Ingo Zechner, Vienna 2015).
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Spectral spaces: Soviet urban architecture in post-Soviet Baltic films

In this paper I will demonstrate a twisting path that the representation of  socialist spaces has taken in the post-1990s Baltic 
cinema, and examine its implications in regard to the new post-Soviet socio-political realities. 
First, by applying Marianne Hirsch’s theory of  post-memory, I will suggest that the aforementioned transformation of  
cinematic representation of  the places of  the Soviet past is engendered by the shift from the period of  direct memory to 
post-memorial period in the societies of  post-Soviet Eastern European countries. Then, I will compare and closely analyze 
three recent films by filmmakers from Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania: Veiko Õunpuu’s Autumn Ball (Sügisball, 2007, Estonia), 
Aik Karapetian’s People Out There (Cilveki Tur, 2012, Latvia), Andrius Blaževičius’s Ten Reasons (Dešimt priežasčių, 2012, 
Lithuania)—all featuring realistic everyday-life dramas of  characters who inhabit urban socialist tower block districts in a 
neoliberal post-Soviet regime of  historicity. I will accentuate how the urban narrative spaces in each of  the films reflect the 
paradigm shift from socialism to capitalism that left behind a certain group of  “jetlagged” people whose confinement in the 
old Soviet architecture makes them the abject physically, while their passive consumption of  the capitalist life-style conceals 
this spatial trace of  abjection. Just as Walter Benjamin concentrating on Paris in the wake of  the 19th century—the city 
undergoing major urban and economic transformations at the time—directed his attention to the obsolete and the antiquated 
of  the capitalist phantasmagorias with their enticement withering away, so the filmmakers in the post-Soviet Baltic countries, 
I will argue in this paper, examine the material places bereft of  their ideological aura—they record the material evidences of  
history passed, register spatial specters, political and poetic aspirations emanating from the socialist material places charged 
with the content of  the time passed. By accentuating the need to study not only the historical gap, but also the emergence of  
a new historical continuity in post-Soviet films, I will try to demonstrate that socialist urban places of  memory in these films 
are employed to portray the spatial traces of  the Soviet past in the different context of  a newly emerging neoliberal socio-
political reality. Following Kevin Platt’s suggestions about the rise of  neoliberal regime of  historicity in the 2000s, I will seek 
to delineate different ways how previously shared places of  memory has been incorporated into another regime of  historicity. 
In other words, I will seek to uncover the new understandings of  places of  memory that post-Soviet films create, shifting the 
attention from the Soviet-to-post-Soviet transition that came to an end, to the new social realities that take its place. I hope 
to show that the post-Soviet urban space in the aforementioned Baltic films appear as a multi-layered “spectral spaces“ filled 
with the triggers of  collective memory coping with the failed social utopias and current socio-political issues.  

Bibliographical References
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Benjamin, Walter. “Paris – Capital of  the Nineteenth Century”. Perspecta. 12. 1969. 
Boym, Svetlana. Common Places: Mythologies of  Everyday Life in Russia. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1994.
Derrida, Jacques. Specters of  Marx. Routledge, 2006.
Groys, Boris. History Becomes Form, MIT Press, 2010.
Hirsch, M. “The Generation of  Postmemory”. In: Poetics Today. 29.1, 2008. 
Jameson, Fredric. “The End of  Temporality”. Critical Inquiry, 29.4, 2003.
Mazierska, Ewa. “Squeezing Space, Releasing Space: Spatial Research in the Study of  Eastern European”. In: Bahun, Sanja, and John 
Haynes. Cinema, State Socialism and Society in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, 1917-1989: Re-visions. Routledge, 2014.
Platt, Kevin. “The Post-Soviet is Over: On Reading the Ruins”. Republics of  Letters: A Journal for the Study of  Knowledge, Politics, and the Arts 
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Biographical note
After his graduation from Film and Media MA program at the New School University, Lukas Brasiskis taught film theory 
related courses in Vilnius Academy of  Arts and in Lithuanian Academy of  Music, Theater and Film. In a period of  2011-
2013, Brasiskis’ academic research on the appropriation of  Soviet non-fiction film archive in post-Communist Eastern 
European films has led up him to a few conference presentations and a peer-reviewed paper. A shortened version of  
Brasiskis’ MA thesis “On the Possibility of  Non-representational Cinematic Realism” was published in the book Film and 
Philosophy (ed. by Nerijus Milerius, PhD, 2013). In 2014 Brasiskis has been admitted to the Cinema Studies Ph.D. program at 
New York University. Here Brasiskis is working on his doctoral dissertation entitled “Between Two Regimes of  Historicity: 
Cinematic Chronotopes of  Memory in Post-Soviet Eastern European Films” as well as developing his academic researches 
on Eastern European cinema, interconnection between filmic spatiality and representation of  history, non-representational 
realism, and spatial aspects of  perception of  moving images installed in contemporary art venues.
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Filmes/Lugares: Chantal Akerman nos anos 70

Em 1976, Chantal Akerman regressou a Nova Iorque e realizou News from Home, um filme em que imagens de Manhattan são 
acompanhadas por um par improvável: Akerman, em voice-over, lê cartas que a mãe lhe enviou durante a sua primeira estadia 
naquela cidade, em 1971.
News from Home e dois outros filmes da realizadora feitos na década de 70 – La chambre e Hotel Monterey – estão directamente 
associados a um lugar específico (um quarto, um edifício, uma cidade), mas há nessas imagens uma opacidade que 
compromete a possibilidade de as vermos sobretudo como registos, como representações objectivas desses lugares. 
Se Hotel Monterey parecia conter essa promessa documental e News from Home é com frequência tomado como retrato de uma 
cidade, interessa-nos atentar em elementos que comprometem este tipo de caracterização, para, idealmente, a revogar.
Um desses elementos é a instanciação do diferimento, da descoincidência, que, de diferentes formas, encontramos em News 
from Home: o regresso  de Akerman à cidade onde esteve cinco anos antes; a leitura (pela própria destinatária) das cartas 
que então recebeu; a ausência de resposta a essas cartas; a utilização de som não directo para a criação do som ambiente; o 
abandono de uma certa noção de cronologia. A sobreposição e coexistência de diferentes níveis dentro do filme contribui 
para a criação de um tempo intermédio, e, por extensão, de um espaço como que desprovido de uma existência real.
A reflexão acerca destas questões terá como pano de fundo o facto de aqueles três filmes, tidos como os trabalhos mais 
puramente formalistas de Akerman, terem sido realizados sob a influência do cinema de vanguarda norte-americano das 
décadas de 60 e 70, com o qual a jovem cineasta belga teve intenso contacto no seu primeiro ano passado nos EUA.

Nota biográfica
Raquel Morais é licenciada em Estudos Portugueses e Lusófonos (2011) pela Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa. 
É aluna visitante do Programa em Teoria da Literatura da mesma faculdade, onde concluiu recentemente o mestrado, com 
a tese A unidade de todas as coisas: uma leitura de alguns textos de Samuel Beckett. Trabalha em cinema desde 2014: foi assistente 
do produtor Paulo Branco, estagiou no Departamento de Cinema do MoMA e é actualmente estagiária da Cinemateca 
Portuguesa, na cabine de projecção.
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In the street: na pele da cidade 

O presente trabalho procura associar a formação de uma estética moderna no cinema com a exploração fotográfica do espaço 
urbano iniciada por alguns fotógrafos-realizadores nos anos 40 e 50, destacando-se Helen Levitt e o seu trabalho fotográfico 
e cinematográfico chamado In the Street. Este é um filme “amador”, escondido na história, que inspirou cineastas (de 
diferentes gerações) tais como Jonas Mekas, Ken Jacobs, Robert Fenz e Alexandra Cuesta. E que motivou de Charles Chaplin 
a seguinte exclamação: “Esplêndido... Tem qualidades de impacto poético e dramático raramente conseguidas nos filmes”. 
O que se celebra, primeira e essencialmente, em In the Street é – o título não mente – a rua, não como algo muito preciso, 
geográfica e temporalmente, mas como uma “ideia de rua”, dada a maneira como se dá a ver e se perpetua num instante 
determinado pela câmara nas mãos de uma fotógrafa. De uma fotógrafa e de um dos mais brilhantes críticos e argumentistas 
da sua geração: James Agee. 
O estilo era documental, mas a fotografia, tal como o cinema, combatia silenciosamente o documentalismo sociológico. 
Também silenciosa será a relação que provoca entre os dois media. Se In the Street nasce da fotografia de Levitt, a fotografia de 
Levitt também vai renascer com esse filme, ou não teria esta editado em 1987 um photo book com o título In the Street: Chalk 
Drawings and Messages New York City 1938-1948. Esta duplicação de títulos, esta “confusão” induzida entre os dois trabalhos, 
esclarece, na realidade, mais do que baralha. No cinema, Levitt e Agee, com a preciosa ajuda da pintora Janice Loeb, vão 
mostrar a rua como um campo de batalha, sendo a apoteose, pico da excitação provocada pelo Halloween, a luta “todos 
contra todos” com meias cheias de farinha. Na fotografia, a rua é mostrada pela solitária Levitt primordialmente como um 
playground, que se expressa tanto na acção das crianças como, mais acentuadamente, por contraste com o filme, nos vestígios 
dessa acção: precisamente, os desenhos e as mensagens a giz que inscrevem nas ruas e nos edifícios uma espécie de tatuagem 
natural da infância. Não se trata aqui apenas de encontrar a rua e o que ela traz, e o que ela desperta, mas também de 
percorrê-la com a câmara até aos limites que a definem. A rua é um lugar tão abstracto e tão concreto quanto a etimologia da 
palavra “rua”, que deriva do latim “ruga”. Não é como pele, nas suas texturas, nas suas inscrições tatuadas a giz, que esta se 
oferece à câmara de Levitt?
 Em suma, da imagem parada para a imagem em movimento, Agee, Loeb e Levitt vvão abrir o caminho a uma lição de 
liberdade, ancorada na experiência da infância, que vai beber sempre à estética da fotografia de rua, esse lugar onde, como 
escreveu James Agee para o cartão de abertura do filme, “(...) every human being is a poet, a masker, a warrior, a dancer; and 
in his innocent artistry he projects, against the turmoil of  the street, an image of  human existence”.

Nota biográfica
Luís Guilherme Jordão de Mendonça (nascido em 18/03/1986) é licenciado em Comunicação Social (curso pré-Bolonha) 
pelo Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas da Universidade Técnica de Lisboa (ISCSP-UTL). É mestre em 
Ciências da Comunicação sob a orientação do Professor Doutor João Mário Grilo, na especialidade de Cinema e Televisão, 
pela Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas da Universidade Nova de Lisboa (FCSH-UNL). Iniciou em 2010 o curso de 
doutoramento, com o apoio da Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia (FCT), na mesma área e na mesma faculdade, no grupo 
de investigação Centro de Estudos de Comunicação e Linguagens – CECL, sob orientação da Professora Doutora Margarida 
Medeiros. Deu aulas no âmbito de Cursos Livres da FCSH-UNL concebidos por si em colaboração com colegas da área 
do cinema e da fotografia. Organizou vários ciclos de cinema e debates. Realizou a curta-metragem Lugar/Vazio em 2010, 
filme mostrado no festival Panorama e estreado na Cinemateca Portuguesa – Museu do Cinema. Entre 1 de Setembro e 30 
de Novembro de 2012, estagiou, por via de concurso público, na área funcional de programação da Cinemateca Portuguesa 
– Museu do Cinema, sob orientação de Luís Miguel Oliveira. Colaborou em 2016 com o IndieLisboa na edição da revista e 
catálogo do festival, bem como na concepção e produção do espaço de debates e masterclasses LisbonTalks.
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Lugares da cidade

Que diferentes modos de mostrar e figurar o lugar, na sua relação com as múltiplas realidades espaciais e temporais que se 
misturam e sobrepõem nas cidades de hoje – entre espaço concreto e espaço efabulado, histórias dos lugares e histórias de 
vida, experiência singular e memória colectiva - atravessam a experimentação cinematográfica contemporânea? Partindo 
privilegiadamente da análise de um conjunto circunscrito de filmes contemporâneos, maioritariamente de natureza 
experimental e ensaística,  tratar-se-á nesta apresentação de evidenciar as potencialidades do cinema enquanto ferramenta 
arqueológica, para recortar, a partir de objectos, pessoas, acontecimentos, a cidade moderna e contemporânea na sua 
espessura espácio-temporal, procurando associar ao presente dos lugares as intromissões da(s) sua(s) história(s). A abordagem 
cine-arqueológica do lugar faz-se a partir de movimentos de exploração física e topográfica, mais ou menos prolongada, dos 
lugares, que se conjugam com o esforço de os penetrar não só em termos “do aqui e do agora”, mas também “do algures 
e do outrora”, ou seja, em função da tentativa de produção de imagens dialécticas que possam dar legibilidade ao que deles 
permanece imperceptível, historicamente vago e em busca de forma. Não se trata, no entanto, de operar a restituição neutra 
de uma dimensão escondida ou originária dos lugares, mas precisamente de procurar o confronto com a matéria e o peso das 
coisas filmadas, com o intuito de articular e religar a realidade em vez de a revelar ou reconstituir. A vocação arqueológica 
do cinema assim manifesta é, então, para ser percebida no sentido de Foucault, pois supõe, como diria Bitomsky, que a 
realidade ou coisa filmada é concebida desde logo como imagem, ready-made ou documento a re-trabalhar e re-escrever. A 
cidade, por conseguinte, irrompe como arquivo cinematográfico de lugares, explorado em função das suas potencialidades 
audio-visuais, ou seja, em função das infinitas maneiras de trabalhar o intervalo entre a imagem e a coisa filmada, entre o 
que é dito e o que se vê e ouve nas imagens, no sentido da descrição e decifração dos lugares nas suas contradições, na 
sua complexidade presente e histórica - por exemplo, através do recurso a found-footage e imagens operacionais de arquivos 
diversos, ou ao jogo de dissociação entre a paisagem urbana, o som e a palavra, tornada efabulação de factos históricos ou 
inventados. Esta capacidade específica do cinema, de construção, análise e perscrutação arqueológica do arquivo urbano, será, 
por sua vez, articulada com uma reflexão mais abrangente, de natureza estético-política, sobre as cidades como imagens em 
movimento, no contexto de uma actualidade marcada pela crescente visibilidade e influência do trabalho das vanguardas, do 
cinema ao vídeo experimental, na criação de formas alternativas de organização do discurso cinematográfico, desde o filme 
ensaio ao documentário etnográfico e experimental. Como é a cidade representada no cinema na sua fase inaugural e depois 
historicamente? Que imagem de comunidade política ou de vida colectiva subjacente anuncia ou dá a pressentir, a cada vez? 
Queremos-nos debruçar sobre esse quase género cinematográfico, as sinfonias da cidade, o seu interesse pela cidade moderna 
e mecanizada, e o modo como foi sendo retomado por algum cinema documental e experimental, mas com perca da visão 
eufórica que caracterizava os retratos de cidade de realizadores como Vertov ou Ruttmann; entre outras coisas, interessa-
nos perceber em que medida este género europeu teve os seus ecos na América na década de 20 e 30 e como foi sendo 
apropriado, deslocado e questionado posteriormente, sobretudo por cineastas experimentais, tais como Harun Farocki, com 
Counter Music, ou Thom Andersen, com Get Out of  the Car. 

Biographical note
Susana Nascimento Duarte é professora adjunta na ESAD-CR/IPL onde lecciona as disciplinas de Projecto de Som e 
Imagem, Introdução ao Vídeo eEstudos de Comunicação. É doutorada em Cinema e Televisão pela Faculdade de Ciências 
Sociais e Humanas (Universidade Nova de Lisboa), com a tese O figural no cinema contemporâneo. É membro investigador 
do Laboratório de Estética e Filosofia das Práticas Artísticas do IFILNOVA e integrou os projectos de investigação Cinema 
e Filosofia: Mapa de um encontro (IFILNOVA/FCSH/UNL) e Falso Movimento: Estudos sobre Escrita e Cinema(CEC/
FLUL). É editora da secção “Entrevistas” da Cinema: Revista de Filosofia e Imagem em Movimento.
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The viewer’s embodiment into cinematic space, and its philosophical issues: notes on an “image-espace” 

cinema

Following the books of  Gilles Deleuze (L’image-mouvement and L’image-temps), this paper will try to conceptualize an 
“image-espace cinema”: a cinema that makes the space not just a background, a pattern, or even an agent of  representation 
(“Space becomes place”, c.f. Stephen Heath), but also a major philosophical issue and a critical material of  its own plastic 
composition.
This approach requires new theoretical tools, that do not entirely depend on the pictorial or theatrical categories of  space 
(landscape, scenography, etc.) nor on the spatial “grammar” of  classical narrative and editing. These tools should thus be 
more closely linked to the basic powers — cineplastic and “abstract-rhythmic” — of  cinema. 
Inspired both by “spiritualist“ (Faure, Rohmer, Agel) and phenomenological (Sobschak, Shaviro, Marks) approaches of  
film, this paradigm advocates that filmic space has no permanent substance: it is never given as a fixed object, a steady form. 
Rather, space, as a filmic primordial material, is subjected to constant shaping throughout the whole screening. 
From the theoretical proposal presented in L’espace cinématographique (Gaudin, 2015), this paper will develop new inquiries in 
order to further investigate two main issues : i) the phenomenological study of  the viewer’s embodiment in the cinematic 
apparatus ii) the way film editing structures the modelling of  a primordial filmic space that can reveal some “hidden 
dimensions“ (Edward T. Hall) of  our lived space.
So, with the help of  short film clips from early to contemporary cinema, we will invite to consider moving pictures as a way 
of  extending our understanding of  space. In this regard, this paper will articulate an aesthetic question (on the specificity 
of  film) to a philosophical issue derived of  sensory experience (the spatial structure of  being-in-the-world, as described by 
Straus, Merleau-Ponty, Patocka).

Biographical Note 
Antoine Gaudin is lecturer (maître de conférences) in Film studies at University Paris 3 - Sorbonne nouvelle (IRCAV). He is 
the author of  L’espace cinématographique. Esthétique et dramaturgie (Paris, Armand Colin, 2015).
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Techniques of juxtaposition and superimposition in psychological landscape films

This presentation will address two stylistic approaches to rendering natural settings psychological in cinema, or, in other 
words, mobilizing landscapes to function beyond their usual function as backdrop. By “stylistic” let it be understood that 
such approaches to visual representation tend toward a character-centered, subjectivized point of  view, as opposed to 
more observational and/or objective means of  cinematic depiction. Landscape allegory in cinema is typically substantiated 
through visual techniques of  cinematography and editing, namely the subjective visual conventions of  juxtaposition and 
superimposition. The first of  these, in this context, involves the framing of  human subjects against a natural landscape in 
such a way as to imply a direct psychological (or spiritual) relationship with the wilderness. Juxtaposition, of  course, has an 
extensive legacy in the visual arts, particularly in paintings associated with the European Sublime. Another cinematic means 
of  mobilizing psychological settings is the technique of  superimposition. In this context, I shall define it as a process of  film 
editing allowing two or more images to be seen simultaneously, specifically so as to establish a psychological correspondence 
between a protagonist and a natural landscape. Unlike juxtaposition, such a process does not have any legacy in landscape 
painting. Rather, its legacy derives from the photographic technique of  double exposure, specifically in the popular “spirit 
photography” of  the later nineteenth century, wherein the semblance of  a ghost was rendered by under-developing one 
image and combining it (or developing the same film stock) with another image. In cinema, the technique of  superimposition 
became particularly useful in fulfilling the ultimate intentions of  the French Impressionist movement of  the 1920s, whose 
filmmakers sought to disassociate cinema from the theatre as much as possible through cinematic techniques the latter could 
scarcely accomplish on a stage. Furthermore, combining two or more moving images in a single frame in this way allowed 
these filmmakers to portray psychological activity as contradistinct to the normal objective mode of  visual narrative. I shall 
investigate these two techniques and their legacy across a global spectrum of  film examples.

Biographical note
David Melbye earned his Ph.D. from the University of  Southern California’s School of  Cinematic Arts. He has taught a 
broad range of  media courses in a variety of  universities and private academies in Southern California, and, more recently, 
as a Fulbright professor in Jordan, and a visiting professor at Effat University for women in Saudi Arabia. He is currently 
teaching as an associate professor in the Cinema and Television Programme at United International College in Zhuhai, China. 
Melbye has published two academic books, one on landscape allegory in occidental cinema, and the other on irony in the 
classic Twilight Zone television series.
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Quantos espaços contém um espaço?: concentrar, expandir e modular em obra de Werner Herzog 

Persigo há muitos anos os filmes de Werner Herzog que são ensinamento e êxtase exactamente porque nos devolvem o que 
nem sempre esperamos, mesmo quando nos habituámos a conhecer as metodologias do olhar e do estar deste realizador.
Na última década Herzog aconteceu com particular intensidade em três lugares do planeta: em França com Cave of  Forgotten 
Dreams (2010), na Rússia siberiana filmando Happy People – A Year in the Taiga (2010), e na Antárctida com o emblemático 
filme Encounters at the End of  the World (2007).
Escolho estas três obras com a convicção de que elas me podem ajudar a falar da espécie humana e do espaço que ela 
habita ou onde foi artista, como o habita e se revela sob intensidade artesã, ou talvez não o habite deliberadamente mas seja 
esse espaço o meio de evitar o precipício. Socorro-me para isso, entre outros instrumentos, do modo encantatório da voz 
herzoguiana que quer sempre conhecer em profundidade o que pensam e sentem os seus entrevistados. Seguro entre mãos 
o modo poético com que recordo e oiço citar Ulisses ou um filósofo contemporâneo que desconhecia. Recupero também 
como sentir o que é pensamento mágico. 
Os filmes escolhidos trabalham sobre uma ideia complexa de horizonte. O ‘até onde a vista abarca’ é apenas uma referência 
de orientação que acaba a diluir-se no que a vista não alcança e talvez dela se proteja. Mais importante do que aquilo que se vê 
ou escuta é o que se busca de forma infinita e íntima e que o nosso corpo experimenta.

Nota biográfica
Anabela Mendes (1951-) é germanista e professora na Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa. É investigadora 
do Centro de Estudos de Comunicação e Cultura da Universidade Católica de Portuguesa desde 2007. Desenvolve a sua 
actividade profissional e ensaística nas áreas seguintes: Literatura de Expressão Alemã, Cultura Alemã, Estética e Filosofia 
da Arte, Estudos sobre o Espectador de Artes Performativas, Literatura de Viagens, Ciência, Literatura e Arte, Modernidade 
e Vanguardas, Sociologia das Artes do Espectáculo, Teoria e Estética do Teatro, Teoria e dramaturgia radiofónica. Mantém 
actividade regular na área da tradução e escrita para teatro, dramaturgia e encenação.
Na última década organizou e comissariou diversos colóquios internacionais e transdisciplinares, bem como manifestações 
culturais e artísticas em Lisboa, Berlim, Goa e, mais recentemente, nos Açores.
Lidera desde há dois anos um projecto de investigação sobre Cena e Tribunal com visitas regulares ao Campus da Justiça 
em Lisboa. Este projecto reúne alunos de Mestrado e Doutoramento do Curso de Estudos de Teatro (FLUL), juristas e 
investigadores de outras instituições (FCH-UNL, ISGB), um colectivo de Juízas e um Juíz da Relação. Este projecto mantém 
parceria com o CECC – UC.
É viajante de longo curso.
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Um ponto de vista de nenhures: notas sobre o cinema de Frederick Wiseman

A filmografia serial de Frederick Wiseman protagonizou, desde um ponto de partida inusitado até ao mais sistematizado 
ponto de chegada (Titicut Follies, 1967 – In Jackson Heights, 2015), a vanguarda de uma metodologia cinematográfica que deseja 
ultrapassar a maior limitação natural de um projecto enciclopédico: a subjectividade do historiador. Mais que uma autoria de 
‘traço’ reconhecível, Frederick Wiseman fundou um sólido sistema de discursividade nos últimos quarenta anos, a partir de 
Welfare (1975). As imagens desse sistema evidenciam, à luz da totalidade de cada obra da extensa filmografia, um estético ponto 
de vista de nenhures, fundado numa dialéctica entre a hipermoderna sobreprodução de ‘imagens selvagens’ – provenientes da 
tecnologia fundadora da “câmara à mão” – e uma singular ética de montagem narrativa – muito distante das formas narrativas 
dominantes do cinema.
Proveniente de um maremoto histórico de rupturas culturais do pós-guerra e irreversíveis revoluções na tecnologia da 
imagem, o cinema de Wiseman estabilizou-se num auto-consciente gesto de relatividade. Pela dialéctica de que emergem 
coesas e aparentemente simples narrativas sobre espaços complexos, os seus filmes contrariam a progressiva atomização da 
linearidade histórica no mundo pós-moderno. No caso do cinema, a ‘sensação de estar lá’ é hoje exacerbada por diversas 
técnicas digitais em re-actualização: as possibilidades materiais ou a ilusão de longa duração dos planos, enquanto forma de 
reprodução de uma realidade contínua, são metamorfoses avançadas de um antigo desejo expresso nas técnicas de ‘corte e 
costura’ da mis-en-scène clássica, que sempre desejaram transferir os mecanismos de percepção psicológica do espectador para a 
cena. Em ambos os casos, a sedução destes efeitos de real deve-se à sensação gratificante de imediaticidade e presença face ao 
que acontece. “Sinto, logo existo”. 
Nos filmes de Wiseman, a fase de montagem é sempre uma forma de complexificação deste sentido do espaço. Assente 
num pressuposto ético de equivalência total das partes, o confronto dos processos dialécticos sobre a objectividade total e 
subjectividade das partes possibilita a formalização de um ponto de vista de nenhures sobre o qual, como na proposta ética da 
filosofia de Thomas Nagel, o espectador pode e deve operar um sentido inteligível, e não só sensível.  Nessa tensão entre 
documentalidade pura e sentido (sensível e inteligível) potencialmente dramático assenta toda a estética desta filmografia.
Dependentes do poder de sedução do aparelho cinematográfico, todas as imagens apresentam um mágico ponto de vista de 
algures a partir do momento em que se projectam num frame. As narrativas de Wiseman são estruturalmente independentes 
das especificidades do medium que as possibilitam, mas sempre técnica e esteticamente dependentes dos suportes materiais 
do mesmo. Na tensão deste paradoxo, os seus filmes apresentam directa e indirectamente uma problematização da maneira 
condicionada como pensamos o espaço. O grande tema do seu projecto é o do mundo sob a passagem do tempo. Os espaços 
institucionais – campos minados de intermináveis ligações temáticas – são, por isso mesmo, meros palcos narrativos de um 
espaço maior: o mundo como palco. Só uma análise aprofundada de alguns procedimentos metodológicos e conteúdos da sua 
obra providenciará conclusões sobre a natureza desta proposta.

Nota biográfica
Pedro Florêncio tem uma Licenciatura na ESTC (Escola Superior de Teatro e Cinema), com especialização em argumento 
e montagem. Tem um Mestrado em Cinema na FCSH/UNL com média final de 19 valores e tese com 20 valores. Realizou 
em 2011 a curta-metragem “Banana Motherf*cker”, que recebeu 9 prémios internacionais. Realizou “Onde o meu meu 
amigo pintou um quadro” exibido em inúmeros festivais internacionais e premiado na Roménia. Foi argumentista da curta-
metragem “Verão 77” (2011), realizada por Adriano Mendes, estreada no Festival Internacional de Vila do Conde. Frequenta 
o Doutoramento em Artes Performativas e da Imagem em Movimento, na Universidade de Lisboa.
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Dentro de casa: espaço, criação e reflexão em Finisterra, de C. de Oliveira, e El Sol del Membrillo, de V. Erice 

Tendo como pano de fundo a configuração múltipla do par criação/reflexão nas personagens que povoam a casa de Finisterra, 
de Carlos de Oliveira, a presente comunicação pretende tratar a representação múltipla e simultânea,  localizada também no 
espaço delimitado de uma casa, de actos de criação no filme El Sol del Membrillo, de Victor Erice. Por um lado, o filme de 
Erice, centrado sobre a pintura de Antonio López, permite interrogar as implicações de uma reflexividade deslocada na obra 
cinematográfica – uma obra sobre a ideia de obra que se pensa a partir de outra arte. Por outro, a representação dinâmica de 
actos criadores desenvolvidos em simultâneo na mesma casa – para além da pintura, as artes e actividades das personagens 
que partilham o espaço do pintor; ou, em Finisterra, as diferentes actividades de indagação e produção de figuras que o 
conjunto de personagens põe em prática – permite pensar a reflexão temática sobre a criação como repartição complementar 
(e não apenas deslocação) de um fazer artístico que tem na equivalência entre filme e casa, e na representação do espaço 
como palimpsesto compósito, uma forma possível.

Nota biográfica 
Clara Rowland é, desde Outubro de 2016, Professora Associada no Departamento de Estudos Portugueses da Faculdade 
de Ciências Sociais e Humanas da Universidade Nova de Lisboa. Entre 2003 e 2016 foi docente da Faculdade de Letras 
da Universidade de Lisboa, onde dirigiu o Mestrado e o Programa Internacional de Doutoramento FCT em Estudos 
Comparatistas e foi responsável pela criação e primeira direção do Mestrado em Estudos Brasileiros (FL-UL e ICS-UL). É 
investigadora do Centro de Estudos Comparatistas da FL-UL e do Instituto de Estudos de Literatura e Tradição da FCSH-
NOVA. Desenvolve o seu trabalho nas áreas da Literatura Brasileira, da Literatura Comparada e dos Estudos Interartes. 
Entre 2012 e 2016 foi coordenadora do projeto FCT Falso Movimento – estudos sobre escrita e cinema, no âmbito do qual editou, 
com José Bértolo, A escrita do Cinema: Ensaios (Documenta, 2015) e, com Tom Conley, Falso Movimento: ensaios sobre escrita e 
cinema (Cotovia, 2016). As suas publicações na área dos Estudos Brasileiros incluem ensaios sobre Guimarães Rosa, Clarice 
Lispector, Bernardo Carvalho e Carlos Drummond de Andrade, entre outros. O seu livro A Forma do Meio. Livro e Narração 
na obra de João Guimarães Rosa foi publicado em 2011 pela editora da Unicamp (Brasil). Entre 2013 e 2015 integrou a Delegate 
Assembly da Modern Language Association of  America.
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Film noir and the folding of America: a reading of Out of the Past (1947) and Impact (1949)

In his well-known work Le Plis: Leibniz et le baroque (1988), Gilles Deleuze proposes that the fold be understood as the central, 
“operative” concept of  the Baroque, arguing that this figure allows us to grasp the seemingly paradoxical projection of  
space as differentiation-within-extension—i.e. as a continuous plane within which the fold itself  produces both a dialectic of  
visibility and invisibility and radical juxtapositions. The relevance of  this concept—and indeed of  the Baroque in general—
for the study of  film noir has received scant attention, but it is precisely this figure that best articulates noir’s doubling 
of  America into a region of  shadows and hazy outlines, on one hand, and a land marked by clarity, transparency, and 
conspicuously marked boundaries. In this paper, I propose to establish the relevance of  this concept for film noir through a 
comparative analysis of  two of  its manifestations: Jacques Tourneur’s Out of  the Past (1947) and Arthur Lubin’s Impact (1949). 
The uncanny similarities between these two films—which tend to operate not on the level of  plot but rather within the 
matrix of  ideas that generate symbolic interest in the turns and outcomes of  plot—suggest not a linear process of  influence 
or homage but rather a convergence in the doubling of  film noir’s relationship to its other space, its “other” America. 
Though referenced repeatedly in film noir, this other America is, in the films of  Tourneur and Lubin, projected in concrete 
and overlapping forms, thus providing an occasion for an analysis of  this space itself  and of  its relationship to the dominant 
space(s) of  film noir.

Biographical note
Jeffrey Childs is currently an Assistant Professor of  English and American Studies at Universidade Aberta and a researcher 
at the Center for Comparative Studies at the University of  Lisbon. His current research interest lies in the restructuring of  
the field of  rhetorical studies, insofar as the work carried out in this domain allows for the articulation of  older disciplinary 
areas (literature, history, philosophy) with more recent artistic and multidisciplinary practices. He has published work on Mark 
Strand, Wallace Stevens, Carlos Drummond de Andrade, Edward Hopper, and other contemporary and twentiethcentury 
writers and artists. His recent work on film includes “Apocalypse Now and the Rhetoric of  Influence” (2013), “Style, Narrative, 
and Cultural Politics in Bullitt” (forthcoming), and “Allegory and Image in D. W. Griffith’s Broken Blossoms” (forthcoming).
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Social space, architecture and the crisis: neo-noir aesthetics in contemporary Greek cinema 

Paradoxically, the last eight years, it has been one of  the most creative periods for Greek art cinema: despite the financial and 
political crisis and the collapse of  the system of  state subsidies, a new cinema that emerged after 2009 was obliged to reinvent 
itself  with innovative ways of  financing and promotion, producing new representations of  Greece in films with disturbing 
narratives that led to success in the festival circuit, exploiting at the same time an international interest about the crisis. These 
films generate a rich variety of  urban representations, recording the transformation of  the social space and the creation of  
new architectural and topographical landmarks of  this period. In this context, a group of  contemporary Greek arthouse films 
chose to re-enact the generic conventions of  the neo-noir and the thriller, producing a dark iconography of  the cityscape 
in crisis that challenges the stereotypes of  the Athenian imagery, while in the same time these films articulate a critical 
view to the political and social landscape of  neoliberalism. Focusing on the topics of  loss, decay, isolation, unhomeliness, 
exploitation, debt and revenge, the films under examination reproduce as a recurrent spatial motif  the figures of  the ruins 
of  modernity, using as film locations industrial ruins, buildings of  public use such as collective housing projects, hospitals, 
modernist hotels in decay, deserted places of  leisure and infrastructure from the Olympic Games period, ruined cinemas and 
unfinished multiplex cinemas. Expressing melancholia, irony or nostalgia, the vision of  ruins inevitably leads to a kind of  
aesthetization of  the decline (Hell and Schönle, 2010: 13, Benjamin 2009 [1963]: 178) while the neo-noir generic features are 
used as a way to transcend the direct depiction of  the social problems in a narrow national context and give to these films 
a wider allegorical perspective. Films under examination are Wednesday 04.45 (Alexis Alexiou, 2014) Unfair World (Filippos 
Tsitos, 2012), Miss Violence (Alexandros Avranas, 2013) and Stratos (Yannis Economides, 2014). 

Sources:
Hell, Julia and Andreas Schönle, eds, Ruins of  Modernity (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2010).

Benjamin, Walter, The Origin of  German Tragic Drama (London and New York: Verso, 2009 [1962]).

Biographical note
Anna Poupou holds a Phd in Film Studies from University Sorbonne Nouvelle Paris III. Title of  thesis Representing the 
Reconstruction: Urban Landscape in Greek Cinema, 1950-1974 (2007). She teaches film history at the Hellenic Open University 
and at the Department of  Theatre Studies in Athens University as adjunct lecturer. Her publications focus on the cinematic 
space and the relationship between history and cinema. Coeditors with Eirini Sifaki and Afroditi Nikolaidou of  the collective 
volumes City and Cinema: Theoretical and Methodological Approaches, Athens: Nissos (2011, in Greek) and Athens: World Film 
Locations, Bristol: Intellect (2014). Member of  the editorial board of  Filmicon Journal of  Greek Film Studies http://filmiconjournal.
com/journal
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Andrei Tarkovsky’s imaginary: word, silence and meaning

Russian director Andrei Tarkovsky inserted a few of  his father’s poems in three of  his movies: Mirror (1975), Stalker (1979) 
and Nostalghia (1983). Film critic Kitty Hunter Blair claims Arseni Tarkovsky’s poems operate here on different levels: as key 
element to the concept and structure of  Mirror, and as mere quotations in Stalker and Nostalghia. In my presentation I ponder 
on the poems’ function in Stalker in order to challenge a word that emerges in Blair’s diagnostic, “mere”. With Tarkovsky’s 
notion of  organic movie as main theoretical background, as he developed it in his book Sculpting in Time, I show how the 
marginal presence of  the Arseni’s words contribute to create a space of  metaphysical in-betweenness that hopefully unfolds the 
movie’s spiritual dimension.

Biographical note
Mário Avelar is a Full Professor of  English and American Studies at Universidade Aberta (Portuguese Open University). 
He earned his post-graduation and his PhD from the University of  Lisbon with dissertations on Herman Melville’s (1986) 
and Sylvia Plath’s poetry (1993). His approach to research and teaching is predominantly interdisciplinary, focusing on the 
relations between literature and the visual arts. In 2006 he published his major output in this field, Ekphrasis – O Poeta no 
Atelier do Artista [Ekphrasis – The Poet in the Artist’s Office] (Edições Cosmos).
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Marginalised publics and site-specific cinema: the ritual economy of outdoor cinema in Thailand 

This paper presents research on the ritual economy of  outdoor film projection in Thailand. It draws on observations in 
the field and interviews with projectionists conducted over a two-year period in multiple locations in the north east of  the 
country and the suburban periphery of  the capital, Bangkok. Here, outside the commercial mode of  cinema distribution 
and exhibition, the ubiquitous multiplex cinema, exists a network of  thriving itinerant projection businesses showing films 
at sacred and communal sites, the grounds of  Buddhist temples and local spirit shrines. Embedded in diverse ritual practices 
these film shows are frequently contracted by individuals offering screen entertainment as a gift to shrine spirits in return for 
their beneficial intervention. 
The presentation reflects on the process by which the material technologies, infrastructures and presentational repertoires 
of  seemingly profane projected screen entertainment acquire sacred ritual aura when assembled on specific sites. Specifically, 
it considers the ambivalently public address of  this ritually inflected outdoor cinema dispositif. These ritual screenings 
possess a character of  publicness through their choice of  site, shrines and temples grounds that people can ordinarily access 
freely, and their preference for large screens temporarily erected on scaffolding, overwhelmingly immersive sonic volume 
and high-resolution image quality. Nevertheless, their primary address is to supernatural beings and for the ‘hosts’ who 
initiate and facilitate these events human spectatorship is incidental. In spite of  this certain shrines with regular screenings 
attract a marginalised public of  street vendors, motorcycle taxi drivers, weary day labourers and migrants, eager for screen 
entertainment yet long since abandoned by market provision as upmarket shopping malls became the exclusive public 
venue of  cinema. The paper will make a case for the significance of  these incidentally public gatherings, under the auspices 
of  a screen offering for the spirits, at a time when public space is shrinking under pressures associated with Thailand’s 
authoritarian drift.

Biographical note
Richard Lowell MacDonald is a Lecturer in Media and Communications at Goldsmiths, University of  London researching 
the circulation and reception of  moving images beyond the cinema theatre. He is the author of  The Appreciation of  Film: 
The Postwar Film Society Movement and Film Culture in Britain (2016), an alternative history of  film study and ‘civic cinephilia’ 
mediated by portable film projectors. In 2014 he was awarded a British Academy/ASEASUK visiting fellowship and began 
his current research project focused on outdoor cinema and ritual practice in Southeast Asia. 
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Desktop cinema: the spatialization of montage and the double logic of remediation

Kevin B. Lee is one of  the most prolific and most reputed authors of  digital audiovisual essays. Lee has developed an original 
editing and compositional method, which he has titled “desktop cinema” that records the “live” manipulation of  several 
applications, including digital editing software, in his computer. This method acknowledges the central role of  the personal 
computer and of  digital communications networks in the production, distribution and reception of  contemporary audiovisual 
culture. In this way, Lee’s essays use the computer not only as a research tool, but also as the mode of  organization and 
presentation of  that research, thus offering important insights about individual films and other audiovisual texts, and about 
digitally meditated audiovisual culture as a whole. 
In this paper, I will document the development of  Lee’s “desktop cinema” method and pay special attention to its 
inclusion of  figurative and literal elements from the graphic user interface of  digital editing software. Lee’s work illustrates 
the performative and open methodological nature of  the audiovisual essay, based on the continuous exploration of  the 
affordances of  digital editing technologies. These affordances involve, I will argue, rich epistemological discoveries about 
the material and semiotic qualities of  the digitally mediated audiovisual text. I will also argue that such discoveries are, more 
specifically, based on the graphical representation of  the filmic text and the spatialization of  montage that are constitutive of  digital 
editing software and, more generally, of  computerised forms of  mediation, and that have been theorized by some authors as 
signalling a paradigm change in digital culture (Manovich 2002).
To conclude, I will use the concept of  remediation (Bolter and Grusin 2000) to assess the critical potential of  desktop 
cinema. I will argue that by highlighting both the iconic qualities of  the moving image and the material conditions that make 
its representation possible by the spectator, desktop cinema illustrates the double logic of  remediation that is constitutive of  
most digitally mediated viewing situations:  the simultaneous transparency and opacity of  technological mediation, offering 
an experience of  reception marked both by immediacy and hypermediacy, that is, both by the awareness of  the semiotic 
and iconic qualities of  a moving image and the material and technological conditions that make its reception possible. I will 
suggest that this double logic of  remediation holds important epistemological and critical possibilities, while nevertheless also 
stimulating and indeed enhancing pre-programmed, pseudo-critical forms of  audiovisual consumerism.

Sources:
Manovich, Lev. 2002. The Language of  New Media. The MIT Press. 
Bolter, David Jay, and Richard Grusin. 2000. Remediation: Understanding New Media. The MIT Press.

Biographical note
Tiago Baptista is a film archivist and researcher at the Cinemateca Portuguesa-Museu do Cinema and a lecturer at the CIEE 
program at the Universidade Nova de Lisboa and at the Universidade Católica Portuguesa. He recently finished a PhD about 
the the digital audiovisual essay at Birkbeck College-University of  London.
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Stranger than Paradise: realidades do cinema, imaginários da arquitectura, circa 1956

Em 1956, os arquitectos Alison e Peter Smithson construíram um modelo à escala natural de uma casa, a ser exibida na Daily 
Mail Ideal Home Exhibition, que teve lugar no Olympia Exhibition Hall, em Londres. A House of  the Future - como se intitulava 
- apresentava-se, em primeiro lugar como imagem a ser consumida, uma imagem que encenava, de facto, uma paisagem outra, 
sugerindo assim um acto de apropriação justaposto a uma acção íntima, defensiva. Neste sentido, a casa desenhada pelos 
Smithsons haveria de transformar o espaço doméstico que, literalmente, encerrava, num território encapsulado, a-geográfico, 
um espaço longínquo que incorpora um misterioso jardim. Nesse objecto perdido, os habitantes transparecem, no entanto, 
uma surpreendente tranquilidade encenando um quotidiano suave, como uma espécie de deriva sem princípio ou fim. 
Em 1956, o filme Forbidden Planet - que haveria de se tornar referência para alguns membros do Independent Group, que incluía 
o casal Smithson - apresenta uma casa com forma de disco-voador, último reduto dos dois únicos sobreviventes de uma 
expedição espacial falhada - um cientista chamado Dr. Morbius, Altaira, a sua filha, e o robot Robbie. Ao contrário do 
que acontece na House of  the Future, é um jardim - aqui com carácter luxuriante - que envolve esta casa, criando-se assim 
um cenário idílico, uma geografia improvável inserida na paisagem deserta e desolada do planeta Altair IV. Esta estrutura 
doméstica fortificada - tanto nave espacial quanto caverna - que tem uma qualidade edénica imanente - de forma semelhante, 
agora, à House of  the Future -, encerra ainda, paradoxalmente, uma ansiedade subconsciente a partir da qual se desenvolve e 
cumpre o destino dos seus habitantes.
A comunicação colocará ambas as casas em confronto enquanto mecanismos simultaneamente narrativos e espaciais, 
enquadrando cultural e disciplinarmente a simultaneidade da sua aparição, e  articulando a justaposição dos seus significados.

Nota biográfica
Francisco Ferreira, arquitecto, licenciado pela Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade do Porto - FAUP em 1991. Mestrado em 
Arquitectura Metrópolis com a dissertação “Silent Witness - Introdução ao Imaginário Arquitectónico e Urbano de John Hejduk 
(Escola Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de Barcelona - ETSAB), em 2000. Doutorado pela Escola de Arquitectura da Universidade do 
Minho - EAUM sob o tema The Capsule and Postwar Architectural Avant-Garde, circa 1956, em 2010.
Desde Outubro 1997, é docente na EAUM, onde tem leccionado as Unidades Curriculares Movimentos da Arte e da Arquitectura 
Contemporânea (com Carlos Corais, 1º ano), Projecto III e IV (2º ano) e Cidades e Cinema (5º ano).
É investigador do LAB2PT/UM.
Desde 2010 vem dedicando a sua investigação às relações e intersecções entre Arquitectura e Cinema, tendo realizado 
algumas comunicações e vindo a trabalhar na produção de textos.
Desde 2013 é co-editor da revista JACK - Journal on Architecture and Cinema. 
Em 2013 escreveu e realizou uma curta-metragem de ficção sobre arquitectura intitulada Panorama.
Panorama teve selecção oficial em vários festivais de cinema nacionais e internacionais e venceu o prémio de Melhor Curta-
Metragem de Ficção Nacional no Arquitecturas Film Festival, em 2013.
Em 2014 escreveu e realizou a curta-metragem de ficção Anywhere.
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Um mar com vista para a piscina: cruzamentos entre arquitectura e cinema a propósito de Sizígia 

No início da década de 60 do século XX, Álvaro Siza, agora um dos mais reconhecidos arquitectos mundiais mas naquele 
tempo um ilustre desconhecido, alterou a paisagem oceânica a norte do Porto ao desenhar a Piscina das Marés. A paisagem 
naquele ponto da frente atlântica de Leça da Palmeira estava praticamente intacta, razão mais que suficiente para que Siza 
tenha adoptado uma atitude de desaparição face à recém-construída estrada marginal. Nas suas obras iniciais, o arquitecto 
construiu aquilo a que chamava ‘pequenos paraísos’, quase sempre recusando o entorno exterior e virando os edifícios para 
si próprios. Mas na Piscina das Marés integrou a forte presença, por vezes violenta, do lugar, reinterpretando e sublimando o 
contexto existente na forma como desenhou um edifício que paradoxalmente se mantém incógnito para quem passa mas se 
torna numa poderosa experiência sensorial para quem entra. Foi a singularidade desse espaço -  a que alguém chamou “um 
Atlântico cativo” - que se pretendeu retratar na curta-metragem Sizígia, filmada no próprio recinto das Piscinas, e será a partir 
da experiência cinematográfica que a comunicação analisará a forma como duas linguagens visuais eminentemente espaciais 
- o cinema e a arquitectura - se podem intersectar. Esse cruzamento será explorado não apenas através da capacidade 
de ambas as artes criarem um sentido de lugar, mas igualmente pela análise de conceitos comuns como ‘plano’, ‘corte’ e 
‘montagem’. Ao mesmo tempo, será examinado como em Sizígia estão implicitamente presentes as dicotomias exploradas 
por Siza no desenho do edifício: o contraste entre a estática geometria proposta e o constante movimento do mar e dos 
utentes; a oposição entre a claridade solar dos espaços exteriores e a intencional penumbra dos interiores; o confronto entre 
a artificialidade do betão bruto e as rochas naturais existentes; a complementaridade entre o percurso imposto pelas paredes 
construídas e a liberdade de uso nas plataformas de acesso à piscina de água salgada.

Nota biográfica
Luís Urbano é arquitecto e docente da Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade do Porto (FAUP). Licenciou-se na 
Universidade de Coimbra, onde efectuou uma pós-graduação em “Arquitectura, Território e Memória”. Em 2015 concluiu o 
doutoramento na Faculdade de Arquitectura da Universidade do Porto (FAUP). Escreveu artigos e apresentou comunicações 
sobre as intersecções entre a arquitectura e o cinema em diversas publicações e conferências. Coordenou três edições do 
Workshop Internacional “Cinemarchitecture” (2008, 2009 e 2010), três edições do Curso de Verão “Arquitectura e Cinema” 
(2010, 2011 e 2012) e organizou os Seminários “Portugal 1960-74” (2010), “Revoluções” (2011) e a Conferência Internacional 
“Inter[Sections]” (2013). Na FAUP, coordenou o Projecto de Investigação “Ruptura Silenciosa”, no âmbito do qual produziu 
oito curtas-metragens. Editou os livros “Designing Light” (2007), “Mundo Perfeito” (2008) e “Revoluções. Arquitectura e 
Cinema nos anos 60/70” (2013) e actualmente é editor e director da revista “JACK – Journal on Architecture and Cinema”. 
É autor do livro “Histórias Simples. Textos sobre Arquitectura e Cinema” (2013) e das curtas-metragens “Sizígia” (2012), “A 
Casa do Lado” (2012) e “Como se desenha uma casa” (2014).
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Lugares do quotidiano e espaços híbridos no cinema: Kiarostami, Grilo e as ligações filme-realidade 

O Cinema responde hoje à questão da relação Cinema-Espaço de uma forma totalmente diferente daquela que é proposta 
por uma matriz de criação, análise e compreensão baseada numa perspectiva clássica e normativa. Neste contexto, o que 
nos interessa abordar nesta comunicação não é apenas o espaço fílmico, que decorre de uma configuração e percepção de 
um espaço-ecrã, delimitado pela janela (ainda) Albertiana, e respectiva projecção a partir da qual se olha o mundo. A nossa 
atenção centrar-se-á, sobretudo, nesse espaço-não-espaço do cinema que opera uma inflexão da percepção, pela incorporação 
simultânea e imbricada da paisagem capturada ou deduzida, e do olhar daquele que a olha, imagina ou pensa. É, aliás, nas 
formas de percepção, concepção e ligação de espaços intra-fílmicos e extra-cinematográficos que reside, de resto, uma das marcas da 
contemporaneidade do cinema, seja qual for o seu tempo ou latitude de criação. Isto é, o modo como os filmes se relacionam, 
cada vez mais, com os lugares anónimos e (in)significantes do quotidiano, instaurando uma ligação essencial e indelével da arte com 
a vida na experiência de uma realidade que os espectadores reconhecem e partilham, ainda que somente pela experiência do 
pensamento. Vejam-se, por exemplo, os movimentos do actual cinema europeu ou autoral em torno das questões do realismo 
social ou do designado novo realismo, onde o espaço construído e idealizado dá lugar a um espaço incomensurável que se 
expande (e se oculta) no fora de campo; um espaço que tem tanto de real como de imaginário, que se efectiva nas paisagens 
abertas e minimalistas, ou até no extremo oposto, nos espaços centrípetos e intimistas criados pela proximidade da câmara 
e a flutuação dos seus movimentos. É este espaço estratificado, híbrido e ambivalente – um espaço, por excelência, tributário da 
montagem vertical – onde se confrontam múltiplos lugares reais e da experiência, que procuramos interrogar a partir de uma 
análise dos filmes The Wind Will Carry Us (Abbas Kiarostami, Irão/França, 1999) e o “O Tapete Voador” (João Mário Grilo, 
Portugal, 2008). A aproximação de dois filmes tão diferentes, mas, em nossa opinião igualmente ecléticos, permitirá ainda 
abordar o trabalho do cinema sobre as formas da paisagem, trabalho esse que contribui significativamente para a singularização 
das obras dos dois cineastas, mostrando, também, a dimensão poética e expressiva dos espaços que atravessam os seus filmes, 
sem jamais se cristalizarem nas respectivas imagens.

Nota biográfica
Maria Irene Aparício é Professora Auxiliar na Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas da Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 
onde lecciona nas áreas de Cinema e Televisão e Estudos Artísticos. É também investigadora integrada do Ifilnova – Instituto 
de Filosofia da Nova, onde coordena o Grupo de Investigação em Cinema e Filosofia do AeLAb – Laboratório de Estética e 
Filosofia das Práticas Artísticas. É autora (com João Mário Grilo) do livro Cinema & Filosofia: Compêndio. O Cinema na sua 
relação com as outras Artes, assim como a Filosofia do Filme e as suas dimensões ética, estética e política são algumas das 
temáticas que, presentemente, lhe interessam e sobre as quais tem procurado reflectir.
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The representation of the body through sound and space in documentary film: the case of segregated women 

beaches in Turkey

Debates on the representation of  reality focus especially on the visibility of  the subject on screen. According to film theorist 
Bill Nichols, ‘documentary film insists on the presence of  the body. It exerts a relentless demand of  habeas corpus.’1 Habeas 
corpus means ‘writ of  the body’.2 Filmically speaking, it means as a filmmaker you should show the physical presence of  your 
character to the audience as justification of  the truth.
But what happens when the body cannot be shown on the screen? Perceiving our bodies via schemas puts a distance 
between ourselves and our bodies, pushes many characters out of  the world of  representation, and labels them as invisible 
or absent. This marginalisation stems from the fact that the perfect body image and/or regular forms of  representation are 
not applicable to all bodies. While it is not possible to have a particular and autonomous perception of  the body anymore, 
this marginalisation enriches the meanings related to the body and inspires artists to multiply the forms of  representation. 
Especially in non-fiction film where the proof  of  reality is generally equated with seeing, I would argue that this challenge 
triggers a kind of  promising creativity for filmmakers as they adopt various narratives to portray the existence of  a being that 
is not there visually and to anchor reality to their films.
My research project explores how bodies, spaces and practices are construed, carved and reimagined by veiled women in 
contemporary Turkey. As a practice-based researcher, my aim is to visualise the absent in the case of  segregated women 
beaches. In this paper, I would like to share my solutions on the representation of  the bodies of  veiled women on the screen 
concerning their rights and the ethics of  documentary filmmaking.
In addition to paper presentation, I would like to screen a movie extract from my PhD research which tells the story of  a 
Kurdish, activist, veiled journalist who has a passion for swimming but hates segregated women beaches and haşema (a special 
swimming cloth for veiled women). The voice over belongs to her. The visual part is the reflections of  her feelings and 
memories on my camera.

1. Bill Nichols, Representing Reality (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991).
2. The term habeas corpus was coined in law terminology after the Habeas Corpus Act of  1679 in Britain. It is a writ requiring a person 
to be brought before a judge or court, especially for investigation of  a restraint of  the person’s liberty, and ‘used for freeing men from 
wrongful imprisonment’.

Biographical note
Zeynep Merve Uygun received her BA in English Language and Literature from Bogazici University and her MA in Film 
and Television Department from İstanbul Bilgi University in Turkey. She worked as a producer, editor and assistant director 
in many TV programmes between 2007-2010. She has taken part in short film and documentary projects. She worked as a 
research assistant in the Department of  Cinema and Televison at Istanbul Şehir University between 2010-2012. Currently, she 
is a PhD candidate in Transdisciplinary Documentary Film at the University of  Edinburgh in Scotland.
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Feminine performances of space in contemporary Hungarian cinema 

In range with other post-communist cinemas, contemporary Hungarian cinema displays a great variety of  spatial mobility 
meant to figurate the quest of  identity of  the post-communist subjectivity. Journeys, border crossings, returns, interrupted, 
repeated escapes are recurrent topics of  these films depicting the confusion, identity crisis, rootlessness, powerlessness and 
deception that followed the fall of  communist régime and the great expectations of  the period of  transition. The recurrent 
topic of  women on road  nuance further these journey narratives by conferring them a critical, cultural, post-colonial 
approach by thematizing the East-West opposition, the male gaze, global and European consumerism and labor exploitation. 
After a brief  presentation of  female journey patterns detectable in contemporary Hungarian cinema, I will mainly focus on 
the ways these female characters create “own space”. Relying on a corpus of  five films - Ágnes Kocsis’s Fresh Air and Adrienn 
Pál, Peter Strickland’s Katalin Varga, Szabolcs Hajdu’s Bibliotheque Pascal and Károly Ujj Mészáros’ s Liza the Fox Fairy - I will 
analyse the various ways the protagonists perform space (as Judith Butler would put it) as feminine space: as escape, isolation, 
loneliness, confirmation of  femininity, sexuality, motherhood and feminine trauma. These spaces can be often described with 
Michel Foucault ‘s term of  heterotopia: they are places “in-between”, situated outside anthropological places, the reflexion 
of  which they also are. Places like a brothel-library, train or gas station, the IKEA, the public toilet and  the clinic are all sites 
where female identities are (re)shaped through performances like dance, storytelling and acting. Music and soundtrack are 
often contributing to a “bubble effect” that turns physical space into an inner space of  fantasy, imagination, desire or trauma. 
My presentation aims to interpret these spatial performances and configurations in the context of  a constantly changing 
Eastern European cultural, political and economical context deeply affecting feminine roles and identities.

Biographical note
Hajnal Király is a researcher at the Insitute for Hungarian Literary and Cultural Studies, Eötvös Lóránd University of  
Budapest. She is member of  the research project Space-ing Otherness. Cultural Images of  Space, Contact Zones in Contemporary 
Hungarian and Romanian Film and Literature, and is collaborating with a project on intermediality in Central and East-European 
Cinemas, conducted by Ágnes Pethő at Sapientia Hungarian University of  Transylvania, Romania. Her previous post-doctoral 
research at the Centre for Comparative Studies, University of  Lisbon dealt with cinematic re-mediations of  literary works, 
especially in the films of  Manoel de Oliveira. Besides contemporary Hungarian and Romanian cinema, her present research 
interests are medium theory, literary re-mediations and intermediality. Her most important publications include a book in 
Hungarian Könyv és Film között. A hűségelven innen és túl (Between Book and Film. Beyond the Fidelity Principle) and essays in volumes: 
Media Borders. Multimodality and Intermediality (ed. Lars Elleström), Words and Images on the Screen, Film in the Post-Media Age, The 
Cinema of  Sensations (edited by Ágnes Pethő), Adaptation Studies. New Challenges, New Directions (ed. by Jurgen Bruhn, Anne 
Gjelsvik, Eirik Fritsvold Hansen), Discourses of  Space (ed. Zsuzsa Ajtony and Judit Pieldner) and in Studies in Eastern European 
Cinema an article on Eastern European films on migration.
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All that space allows: on outdoors metaphorical geography and interior mise-en- scène in John M. Stahl’s 

Leave Her to Heaven (1945)

This paper aims at representing a particular symbolic geography of  an America of  the mind, as it was reconstructed in 
John M. Stahl’s movie, changing for ever the paradygm of  classical American melodrama, while revisiting iconic spaces of  
other genres, from the transfigured Western of  the first sequences to the imitation of  Film Noir in the courtroom fake 
epilogue, through an oneiric vision of  British literary Romanticism. Furthermore, special attention will be paid to the use of  
symmetries in interior scenes, the dramatic value of  mirrors, stairs, doors or windows, and the importance of  decoration, 
contrasts of  color, partitions or camera angles in the definition of  narrative twists. And, as a result, a specific building up of  
characters, portrayed as a mixture of  stereotypes and exceptional representations of  a modern “human comedy”, partially 
reflects the perplexities of  immediate post-war years.

Biographical note
Mário Jorge Torres is a Professor Emeritus at the University of  Lisbon School of  Arts and Humanities. Until 2016 he was 
an Associate Professor of  History of  Film, Portuguese Cinema, North American Cinema, Film Analysis, North American 
Literature, and Melodrama, among others courses. He is a researcher at the Centre for Comparative Studies (U. Lisbon School 
of  Arts and Humanities), where he coordinates the research project (Re)written on the wind – melodrama among the arts. He also 
worked as a film critic for Público, edited the collective volume Não Vi o Livro, mas Li o Filme (Húmus, 2000), and co-edited O 
Concerto das Artes (Campo das Letras, 2007).
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Cinema, architecture, museum

The mass media, including cinema, has become the primary means by which buildings are understood; today, architectural 
representation has perhaps more cultural relevance than architecture itself. Museums play an important role in this discourse, 
accelerating new ideas into the public realm and defining an agenda through the presentation of  exhibitions and installations. 
Historically, curators have drawn upon multiple forms of representation; drawings, models, photography and film; to 
disseminate architecture for the public, responding to the culture of  production of  the time.
Museum visitors engage with these displays in a spatial/temporal manner, with habitual competence inferring an 
understanding of  expected movement and behaviour, engaging with a network of  visual agents specified by the museum 
curator. Often this behaviour is in correlation with the involvement of  the author (architect), suggesting visitors are guided by 
behaviours learned from looking at painting or sculpture. Films commissioned by the curator operate within this network and 
must also reflect (historic) institutional methodologies of  display that indicate a hierarchy of  both meaning and commodity 
value.
My research questions the commodity value of  architectural film as presented in this context by the museum, asking how film 
engages with and informs the other representations on display. Considering Vivian Sobchak’s model of  phenomenological 
identification - film-souvenir, documentary, cinema - how should we classify such films, when acknowledging both the network 
of  agents that surround them and the institutional framing of  the museum?
This “framing” is both theoretical and actual, with the method of  display, the screen or projection, becoming central to the 
process by which visitors engage with the content. Exhibitions are designed as a series of  layered surfaces, designed to be 
read as a series of  peripatetic observations. These visual montages combine the architecture of  the gallery, both permanent 
and simulated (temporary), with the exhibits, laid out as a cultural archive of  display. Yet the space between these surfaces also 
maintains the status of  an exhibit, drawing on our phenomenological understanding of  perspective, suggesting that corporeal 
identity may be the primary means by which we understand films that are presented within this display.

Biographical note
Pete Collard is a contemporary design and architecture curator, writer and researcher based London. He was worked at 
several leading museums and institutions in the UK including the Design Museum, the British Council, the Crafts Council 
and most recently the V&A. He is currently a PhD candidate at Kingston University studying the uses of film in exhibitions 
of  architecture.
As a curator he has worked on exhibitions across Europe and the USA. Recent projects include: Designs of  the Year, Design 
Museum, London (2013); Austurland: Designs from Nowhere, Spark Design Space, Reykjavik, (2014); Life on Foot, Design 
Museum, London (2015); This is Green River, John Wesley Powell River Museum, Utah (2015) and Labor, Lisbon Architecture 
Triennial (2016). Pete has also worked on a number of  architectural film studies, documenting the work of  Louis Kahn, Erno 
Goldfinger and Richard Neutra among others.No
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